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Abstract 
Entry Guidance for Human Lunar Return Vehicles with Low Lift-to-Drag Ratios 
by 
Eric Mees 
During the entry phase of a human lunar mission, an entry guidance algorithm is 
used to safely steer the return vehicle through the atmosphere to a target landing site. The 
PredGuid entry guidance algorithm is enhanced to improve performance and satisfy a set 
of assumed mission requirements. The enhanced algorithm utilizes an improved numeric 
predictor-corrector (NPC) to perform precision targeting and generate steering commands 
for direct, loft, and skip entry scenarios. Analyses show that an energy management 
approach for short-range targets was is required. The Enhanced PredGuid algorithm is 
tested and compared to previous versions of the PredGuid algorithm using high-fidelity 
six-degree-of-freedom simulation of vehicle dynamics. The enhanced algorithm features 
robust precision landing capability for target ranges from 2000 km to 10000 km and 
adequate deceleration management for target ranges greater than 2000 km. 
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1 
1 Introduction 
During a joint session of Congress in 1961, President John F. Kennedy announced 
plans for the United States to land a man on the moon by the end of that decade [1]. In 
one of mankind's greatest achievements, his dream was realized on July 21, 1969 as Neil 
Armstrong took his famous first steps on the lunar surface. Over the next three years, 
eleven more Apollo astronauts would walk on the moon and return safely to Earth. There 
have been no attempts for a human lunar mission since. In January 2004, President 
George W. Bush outlined a new Vision for Space Exploration for the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), calling for a return to the moon by 2020 
[2]. 
NASA responded to the Vision for Space Exploration by creating the Constellation 
Program, a multi-vehicle architecture to transport human crews to either low-Earth orbit 
(LEO) or the moon and return them safely to Earth. LEO missions would be able to 
support the International Space Station (ISS) after the completion of the Space Shuttle 
program, while lunar missions would be capable of resuming human exploration of the 
lunar surface, with emphasis on long-duration surface stays. 
Both LEO and lunar missions would utilize a blunt body crew capsule, called the 
Crew Exploration Vehicle (CEV). The CEV would be launched into LEO by the Ares I 
rocket and capable of carrying four to six astronauts. In LEO, the capsule would then 
rendezvous with either the ISS or with the Earth departure stage and lunar lander that 
would be launched by the Ares V rocket [3]. At the end of a LEO or lunar mission, the 
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CEV would then return to Earth, protecting the crew during entry and landing. A notional 
diagram of a typical Constellation lunar mission can be found in Figure 1 -1 . 
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Figure 1-1: Constellation Lunar Sortie Notional Diagram [3] 
A set of assumed Constellation Program mission requirements for entry dictates the 
design and individual requirements of the CEV. The design selected by NASA in the 
Exploration System Architecture Study (ESAS) [3] is made up of both a service module 
and a crew module. When positioned on top of the Ares I rocket for launch, it also 
includes a launch abort system. An illustration of the CEV can be found in Figure 1-2. 
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Figure 1-2: Crew Exploration Vehicle Concept [4] 
Upon returning to Earth from a lunar mission in this scenario, the service module 
is jettisoned and only the crew module is guided through the atmosphere, protected by a 
spherical heat shield. The service module separates from the crew module just prior to 
entering the atmosphere and breaks up as it is subjected to the heat and aerodynamic 
forces of entry. Small pieces of the service module may not completely burn up and could 
land within a debris footprint [33]. For that reason, atmospheric entry is assumed to occur 
over the Pacific Ocean heading toward the West coast of the United States so the debris 
will not fall on land. After separation with the service module, the crew module enters the 
edge of Earth's atmosphere at Entry Interface (EI). The vehicle then uses the 
aerodynamic drag generated by the atmosphere to decelerate as it is steered toward the 
target landing site. After decelerating to a sufficiently low velocity, the crew module 
deploys parachutes and splashes down safely in the ocean. Depending on the target range, 
the entry process from EI to splashdown can take from 13 to 25 minutes. 
The crew module for the CEV is a blunt body vehicle similar to the Apollo crew 
module with a limited amount of aerodynamic control authority when compared to the 
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Space Shuttle. A low hypersonic lift-to-drag ratio (L/D) blunt body capsule was assumed 
because it provides sufficient performance for lunar return missions while providing 
excellent structural and thermal heating protection, packaging efficiency, and ease of 
launch vehicle integration [7]. Also, the aerodynamics of such a vehicle would retain a 
significant amount of heritage from Apollo. The Space Shuttle has an L/D of roughly 1 in 
hypersonic flight, meaning that it generates a lift force that is nearly equal to the drag 
force it experiences. Since it does not have wings like the Shuttle, the CEV crew module 
has a lower L/D of about 0.27 at Mach 25. This value is slightly less that the Apollo 
capsule, which had a hypersonic L/D of about 0.30 [12]. A comparison of the relative 
size and shape of these vehicles can be found in Figure 1-3. 
Apollo Shuttle CEV 
Figure 1-3: Entry Vehicles Relative Size [9] 
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The CEV is required to accommodate four to six crew members [3] and is 
therefore significantly larger than the Apollo crew module. The CEV diameter is about 
25% greater than the Apollo capsule and weighs almost 60% more. An illustration of the 
CEV crew module is shown in Figure 1-4. 
Figure 1-4: CEV Crew Module Concept [3] 
The primary purpose of the CEV is to transport and protect the crew through all 
phases of a lunar mission, subject to the assumed mission requirements put forth by the 
Constellation Program. In this thesis one of the assumed requirements placed on the CEV 
Project is that the CEV be capable of returning from the moon at any time during the 
lunar month and land safely in coastal waters of the continental United States. To 
facilitate recovery by land-based naval helicopters, the vehicle is required to splash down 
within 200 nautical miles of the coast. The ability to return at any time greatly improves 
the flexibility of mission planning, eliminating the need to wait for an appropriate 
window to do so, especially in a lunar base scenario or an emergency situation. 
With crew safety in mind, there are also assumed physiologically-based 
requirements on the CEV, specifically during the entry portion of flight. To protect the 
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crew, a series of duration-based deceleration limits are assumed for entry. These assumed 
limits restrict the maximum amount of time that can be spent at any particular g level and 
are defined as the ill-deconditioned limit in NASA's Human Systems Integration 
Requirements (HSIR) [5]. The HSIR also serve to protect the integrity of the vehicle 
during entry to reduce the chance of structural failure. 
The assumed Constellation Program requirements largely dictate the necessary 
performance of the vehicle during the entry phase of a lunar mission. The ability for the 
CEV to return from the moon at any time to U.S. coastal waters dictates that the vehicle 
achieve accurate landing for target ranges of up to 8890 km (4800 nmi) downrange from 
Entry Interface (EI) [14]. This maximum range is derived from Earth-moon orbital 
mechanics. An 8890 km flight range to the continental U.S. happens when the moon is at 
maximum inclination with respect to the Earth, resulting in an antipode location in the 
lower southern hemisphere. A visualization of such a scenario is shown in Figure 1-5. 
Figure 1-5: Lunar Return Trajectory 
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Further, it is necessary for the vehicle to be able to reach alternate weather-divert 
landing sites. This is because EI is set three days after the vehicle departs from the moon, 
and weather prediction is not reliable that far in advance. For this thesis, the assumed 
weather-divert requirement dictates that the vehicle be capable of landing accurately at 
downrange target ranges as short as 2400 km [14]. There is also an assumed required 
precision landing capability of the vehicle, stating that it must be capable of landing 
within 10 km of the target. This assumed requirement is the same as the one used in [16] 
and similar to [15] and [14]. It is driven by the necessity for fast and efficient retrieval of 
both the crew and the vehicle, especially in emergency situations. A visual representation 
of the assumed range and accuracy requirements is shown in Figure 1-6. 
Figure 1-6: Assumed CEV Range and Accuracy Requirements [10] 
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As a result of these assumed requirements, any guidance system utilized by the 
CEV must be able to accurately and precisely land the vehicle in the target area while 
complying with HSIR and preventing injury to the crew. This is beyond the capability of 
the original Apollo guidance system, facilitating the need for development of a new 
algorithm. Charles Stark Draper Laboratory developed a skip entry guidance algorithm, 
called PredGuid, for human lunar return for a blunt body vehicle [15]. Based on the 
original entry guidance algorithm from the Apollo Program, the PredGuid algorithm has 
been updated to include a numeric predictor-corrector (NPC) to facilitate entry guidance 
for a wider variety of target ranges. Several modifications have also been made to make it 
more appropriate for the assumed CEV concept vehicle 
Even if the crew of a lunar mission succeeds in landing on the moon and is able to 
make the journey back toward the Earth, there is still a very large obstacle to overcome 
before they are safely home: atmospheric entry. Entry is one of the more challenging and 
dangerous phases of flight for any human space mission, during which the crew vehicle 
utilizes drag provided by the Earth's atmosphere to achieve a large change in velocity 
without the use of propulsion. The vehicle decelerates through the Earth's atmosphere 
and is maneuvered toward a target landing site. Only then, after the crew has been met by 
waiting recovery teams, is the mission complete. 
A vehicle returning from the moon reaches EI at the edge of the Earth's sensible 
atmosphere travelling at approximately 11 km/s (nearly 25,000 mph) relative to the 
surface. At such high velocities, there is little margin for error. Drag resulting from 
friction in the atmosphere decelerates the vehicle and creates both intense heat on the 
exterior of the vehicle and potentially harmful high g loads for the crew inside. Entry 
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guidance must be capable of steering the entry vehicle through the atmosphere accurately 
to touchdown at a target landing site without injuring the crew. Landing accuracy is 
essential in being able to recover both the crew and the vehicle safely, especially in case 
of emergency. 
During atmospheric entry, if the vehicle's altitude decreases continuously until 
touchdown, the trajectory is called a direct entry. These kinds of entries are usually 
characterized by relatively short ranges between EI and the target landing site. Entries 
during the Apollo Program were targeted as direct entries, with longer ranges possible for 
weather divert scenarios. Apollo 11, for example, flew 1500 nmi (2778 km) on a weather 
divert, but the nominal target range was 1286 nmi (2222 km) [12]. Direct entry requires 
that deceleration be accomplished rapidly to limit downrange travel and can result in high 
peak g loads. 
To be capable of reaching ranges as long as 8890 km, skip entry must be utilized to 
increase downrange capability of a low-L/D vehicle like the CEV. Skip entry is 
characterized by an initial decent into the atmosphere to lower the energy of the vehicle, 
followed by a pull-up maneuver that causes the vehicle to precisely exit the atmosphere 
in a "skip" maneuver. During the skip, a large portion of the downrange distance required 
to reach the target can be covered while the drag on the vehicle is extremely low. At the 
completion of the skip, the vehicle descends, entering the atmosphere a second time 
farther downrange. It then steers through the atmosphere again, descending directly to the 
desired landing site. A typical skip entry trajectory can be found in Figure 1-7. Short-
range skip entry was available in the Apollo entry guidance system, but was never 
utilized: a reduction in the L/D of the Apollo capsule prohibited its use [13]. Today, long-
10 
range skip entry is possible in large part due to advancements in computational power 
that allow guidance systems like PredGuid to predict atmospheric conditions and vehicle 
trajectory much more accurately. 
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Figure 1-7: Skip Entry Trajectory (vertical scale exaggerated) 
An intermediate kind of entry trajectory, called a loft, is also possible and used to 
bridge the gap between very short and longer target ranges. A loft entry is characterized 
by a positive altitude rate during entry that does not result in the vehicle exiting the 
atmosphere. With the current CEV vehicle, ranges as short as those flown by the Apollo 
missions exhibit positive altitude rate and are therefore classified as lofting entries. True 
direct entries only occur for the shortest target ranges with the CEV. A comparison of the 
three different types of trajectories is shown in Figure 1-8. 
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Figure 1-8: Entry Trajectory Types 
When an object travels through a fluid, it experiences a drag force in the direction 
opposite its velocity. Depending on the geometric properties and orientation of the 
vehicle with respect to the free stream, it may also experience a lift force perpendicular to 
this drag force. Such a vehicle would be said to have a non-zero lift-to-drag ratio (L/D). 
In the case of an essentially symmetrical capsule spacecraft like the CEV, a non-zero L/D 
is the result of a center of mass offset from the center of pressure. Compared to other 
lifting bodies like aircraft or the Space Shuttle, blunt body vehicles like Apollo crew 
module and the CEV have a much smaller L/D and do not create a very large lift force 
compared to the drag experienced by the vehicle. However, even a relatively small lift 
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force may be used to significantly change the trajectory of the vehicle. Figure 1-9 shows 
the forces acting on an entry vehicle in the longitudinal (vertical) plane. 
l ift 
Drag 
Local Horizontal 
Gravity 
Figure 1-9: Forces Acting on an Entry Vehicle 
The vehicle's flight-path angle is represented by y and is the angle created by the 
intersection of the local horizontal and the vehicle's velocity vector. Flight-path angles 
below the local horizontal are considered negative, while those above the local horizontal 
are considered positive. While the lift vector will always be perpendicular to the velocity 
of the vehicle, the spacecraft's orientation can be changed using several reaction control 
system (RCS) jets on its exterior, rotating the lift vector about the velocity vector. The 
angle that the lift vector makes with the vertical plane is referred to as the bank angle, (p, 
of the vehicle and is illustrated in Figure 1-10, where the velocity vector of the vehicle is 
shown pointing into the page. 
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Figure 1-10: Lift Vector and Bank Angle 
Modulating the bank angle using the RCS jets allows the vehicle to fly more "lift-
up" to extend its trajectory downrange or more "lift-down" to fly to a shorter target range. 
Bank angle modulation is also used to manage vehicle deceleration, with lift-down 
orientations resulting in steeper flight-path angles that cause higher aerodynamic drag. 
More lift-up orientations shallow out the flight-path angle, lowering drag levels. 
Changing the orientation of the lift vector by modulating the bank angle has advantages 
over changing it by controlling the angle of attack and/or sideslip of the vehicle. The 
primary advantage is that, unlike modifying angle of attack or sideslip, changing to the 
bank angle of the vehicle does not result in large restoring aerodynamic moments. The 
vehicle also has limited control authority to change its angle of attack and sideslip during 
entry with the RCS jets. Finally, bank angle modulation allows the vehicle to maintain 
the same cross-sectional orientation with respect to the free stream during entry. 
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The bank angle affects both the longitudinal (downrange) and lateral (crossrange) 
channels because, for any bank angle other than 0 or 180 degrees, there is a horizontal 
component to the lift vector. The crossrange path of the vehicle can be controlled by 
reversing the sign of the bank angle, while maintaining the same vertical lift component 
magnitude. An illustration of the bank reversal concept can be found in Figure 1-11. 
Figure 1-11: Bank Reversal 
Even small deviations from full lift-up or lift-down provide a significant amount of 
crossrange control [15]. 
In 2006, Bairstow created PredGuid, a modification of the Apollo era entry 
guidance algorithm, to extend the downrange capability of a CEV entry vehicle concept 
with an L/D of 0.35 [15]. The baseline PredGuid entry guidance algorithm integrated the 
PRED GUID numeric predictor-corrector (NPC), previously developed for aerocapture, 
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into the Apollo guidance algorithm. This was done with the goal of replacing the analytic 
Up Control and Kepler phases of that algorithm due to their heavy reliance on heuristics 
and empirical equations necessary during the Apollo era. The Final phase reference 
trajectories and targeting were also redesigned, and an interpolation method was added to 
the Final phase range estimation to accommodate a wider variety of second entry 
conditions during skip trajectories. With these modifications, the long range skip entry 
performance of the algorithm was extended for target ranges up to 10,000 km. Bairstow 
outlined several areas for improvement and future work, noting that the algorithm was 
limited by remaining empirical relationships, the Apollo era short-range guidance logic, 
and issues with mismatched phase conditions. The effect of initializing the NPC earlier or 
later in the trajectory was also investigated, revealing the possibility for entry designers to 
customize the characteristics of a given entry trajectory. 
To address some of the issues identified by Bairstow that remained in the baseline 
PredGuid algorithm, Miller developed the PredGuid Energy Management and Transition 
(EMT) algorithm in 2007 [27]. Using a CEV variant with an L/D of 0.36, the EMT 
algorithm made several additions to Bairstow's work. A method for trajectory 
classification of direct, loft, and skip entries was added, along with a new energy 
management scheme to improve performance for short-range entries. The EMT energy 
management logic allowed for depleting energy at various constant drag levels and 
necessitated the addition of several more Final phase reference trajectories. Changes were 
also made so that an appropriate time for transition to NPC control could be dynamically 
selected during each trajectory to take full advantage of the added capability of the NPC. 
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The transition to Final phase was also examined and modified to better accommodate loft 
trajectories. 
Despite these improvements, Miller identified a number of topics for future work to 
further improve the algorithm, pointing out that the PredGuid-EMT algorithm still 
performs problematically with mismatched state conditions during Final phase and poor 
NPC performance for short-range loft trajectories. The algorithm sometimes also fails to 
correctly select from its multiple Final phase reference trajectories, empirical 
relationships still present in the energy management scheme, and implementation 
problems for lower L/D vehicles, such as the assumed CEV configuration. The reduced 
capability of lower L/D vehicles also negatively affects the EMT algorithm's capacity to 
dynamically solve for the appropriate time to transition to NPC control. In some cases, a 
valid solution cannot be found, negating the benefit of the complex transition selection 
process altogether. 
The PredGuid algorithm is not the only entry guidance algorithm to address the 
problem of skip entry. Other methods, including those that use both analytic and numeric 
predictor-corrector methods, have also been developed. Information on other entry 
guidance approaches can be found in References [11], [22], [25], [31], [32], [34], [35], 
[36] and [37]. 
This thesis seeks to improve the PredGuid entry guidance algorithm for a low-L/D 
CEV concept. This thesis investigates trajectory classification, algorithm phase 
transitions, short-range direct entry methodology, and final phase reference trajectory 
design and selection. It revisits the issues detailed in Bairstow [15] and Miller [27], while 
seeking to maintain adequate performance for a wider variety of vehicle configurations 
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and entry interface conditions. While a CEV design concept will be utilized as a 
representative entry vehicle, the new algorithm should be capable of accommodating 
different vehicle configurations and aerodynamic properties. The algorithm should 
provide precision landing capability while appropriately limiting deceleration for a 
variety of human return scenarios encompassing a wide range of target ranges and entry 
interface conditions. This thesis will strive for simplicity and robustness in developing an 
algorithm to meet these goals. 
This chapter provided a context for the thesis work and an introduction to some of 
the issues associated with entry guidance for lunar missions. Chapter 2 describes the 
simulation environment used for the analyses presented in this thesis, including the 
various models it uses as well as the concept entry vehicle configuration. Chapter 3 
defines metrics for how entry guidance algorithms are evaluated and compared to other 
algorithms in this thesis. Chapter 4 provides additional description of previous versions 
of the PredGuid entry guidance algorithm, upon which the work of the thesis builds. 
Chapter 5 illustrates problems observed in previous algorithms and describes areas in 
which the thesis focuses to address them. Chapter 6 details the development of a new 
algorithm and provides a rationale for the changes and additions made to address the 
problems enumerated in Chapter 5. Chapter 7 compares the performance of the new 
algorithm to previous ones using the metrics described in Chapter 3. Finally, Chapter 8 
provides a summary of this thesis work and describes unresolved issues that may be 
addressed in future research. 
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2 Simulation Environment 
2.1 Overview 
Simulation is used to verify the performance of an entry guidance algorithm like 
PredGuid before it is utilized in a real-world application. By simulating entry, it is 
possible to observe the behavior of the algorithm under various conditions and evaluate 
its robustness, accuracy, and safety. Simulation is also essential in algorithm development 
as a tool for identifying problem areas and testing solutions. Therefore, an entry 
simulation was selected to perform the analysis in this thesis. The selected simulation is a 
six degree-of-freedom (6-DOF) simulation capable of modeling all phases of CEV flight 
and supporting Guidance Navigation and Control (GN&C) analysis from launch through 
entry and landing and is similar to the ANT ARES simulation described in Reference 
[17]. 
2.2 Simulation Models 
The simulation used in this thesis is a combination of several models, each of 
which simulates a different aspect of CEV flight. The dynamics model includes modeling 
of vehicle mass and inertia and 6-DOF forces and torques. It also provides the majority of 
the environment inside the simulation, including time, ephemeris and Earth attitude data, 
and gravity. It uses a non-spherical gravity model that includes gravity gradient torques, 
third body perturbations, and solid Earth tidal effects. 
The simulation also uses the 1999 version of the Global Reference Atmospheric 
Model (GRAM) [6] to model the Earth's atmosphere. GRAM-99 is capable of generating 
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values for atmospheric pressure, density, temperature, speed of sound, and wind velocity 
vectors based on altitude, time, date, and location over the Earth's surface from high 
Earth orbit to the surface. GRAM-99 also has the built-in capability of producing 
trajectory-based dispersions that depend on past states and the current states along a 
trajectory. 
The simulation also uses an aerodynamics model to capture the aerodynamic 
properties of the CEV. Based largely on empirical data, the model consists of a series of 
multi-dimensional table lookups and is capable of generating axial, normal, and pitching 
forces on the vehicle for a given vehicle state. Similar to GRAM, the aerodynamics 
model also includes integrated uncertainty capability to generate dispersed values for 
relevant aerodynamic parameters. 
Along with aerodynamic data, the mass and inertia properties of the CEV are also 
modeled by the simulation. This model assumes a constant vehicle mass and inertia 
matrix, with no changes in mass due to heat shield ablation or use of RCS propellant 
included prior to parachute deployment. These reductions in mass are modeled as discrete 
events when the parachute deploys. 
Several other physical systems of the CEV are also modeled, including the reaction 
control system (RCS) jets, the sensors used by GN&C, and parachutes. Specifics include 
the ramp up/down time of the RCS jets, gyroscope misalignment in the sensors, and the 
drag coefficient of the parachutes. A combination of the parachute and atmosphere 
models accounts for drift of the vehicle after parachute deployment. 
Finally, the GN&C flight software is also incorporated by the simulation. Included 
the flight software model is the PredGuid entry guidance algorithm with which this thesis 
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deals. In the simulation, the guidance algorithm runs at 5 Hz, commanding a bank angle 
every 0.2 seconds. The navigation and control algorithms both run at 40 Hz. 
2.3 Vehicle Properties 
The simulation uses an assumed configuration for the CEV crew module. The 
nominal mass of the vehicle is assumed to be 8800 kg. This is a middle-of-the-road value 
based on a mass sweep performed by Rea and Putnam [11] to test CEV properties. The 
assumed mass of 8800 km also roughly corresponds to an average value between the 
vehicles used for analysis by Bairstow [15] and Miller [27]. 
The nominal L/D of the vehicle used in this thesis is assumed to be 0.27. This 
value is based on recent studies for possible CEV configurations, specifically [14] and 
[16]. A vehicle with a 0.27 L/D is assumed to accurately reflect the likely aerodynamic 
characteristics of the CEV. In several cases, low and high values for L/D of 0.20 and 0.34 
were tested and correspond to the rounded values for the nominal 0.27 L/D +/- 25%. 
These values represent the lowest and highest L/D expected for the vehicle. 
2.4 Vehicle State Definitions 
A vehicle traveling through space can be described by vectors that are relative to a 
coordinate reference frame. Depending on the situation, it may be mathematically and 
conceptually convenient to describe the vehicle in one frame as opposed to another. 
Different right-handed rectangular Cartesian-axis coordinate systems are useful in 
describing the state of the CEV during various stages of entry. 
The first is an Earth-centered coordinate system that is assumed to be in an inertial 
frame. The Earth Centered Inertial (ECI) coordinate system (i/,//, £/) has its origin at the 
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Earth's center of mass. The kt axis passes through the Earth's north pole and, when the 
simulation starts, the tj axis passes through the intersection of the Earth's equator and 
Prime Meridian. This axis does not rotate with the Earth. The // axis results from crossing 
the k[ unit vector with the tj unit vector. The ECI coordinate system is used to describe 
the inertial frame in this thesis. 
The Earth Centered Earth Fixed (ECEF) coordinate system also has its origin at the 
center of the Earth, but the frame rotates along with it at the same rate as the Earth's 
rotation. In the ECEF (tr, j r , fcr) coordinate system, the kr axis is once again aligned 
with the north pole of the Earth, but the tr axis now rotates so that it always points 
through the intersection of the Prime Meridian and equator. The yr axis also rotates and is 
found by the cross product of the kj unit vector with the i, unit vector. The rotating frame 
expressed by this coordinate system is used to determine the relative velocity of the 
vehicle with respect to the Earth's surface and is often called the relative frame. 
The inertial position, R, and velocity, V, of the entry vehicle can be described by 
two vectors corresponding to those quantities, but sometimes it is more appropriate to 
express them as a combination of scalars. For initialization in the simulation, the EI state 
of the vehicle is described by these scalars. An illustration of these scalars can be found 
in Figure 2-1. 
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Figure 2-1: Scalar States at Entry Interface 
The first scalar used to describe position is the geodetic altitude of the vehicle, h. 
Geodetic altitude is measured normal to the Earth's surface and is the distance from the 
surface to the vehicle, assuming an oblate Earth. This is different from geocentric 
altitude, which would be measured along the vehicle's position vector from the center of 
the Earth and assumes a circular Earth. The geodetic latitude, 9, is also measured with 
respect to the normal of the Earth's surface and is the angle between the equator and the 
point on the surface directly below the vehicle. Due to the Earth's oblateness, its 
equatorial radius is larger than its polar radius, so geodetic latitude differs from 
geocentric latitude, Go. The difference between these latitude definitions is illustrated by 
Figure 2-2. 
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Figure 2-2: Geocentric vs. Geodetic Latitude 
The final scalar for describing the vehicle's position is the longitude, \[/, of the point 
directly below the vehicle. Longitude is not affected by the oblateness of the Earth and is 
the angle, in the Earth's equatorial plane, between the vehicle's position vector and the tr 
ECEF unit vector. Positive values for longitude are measured East of the Prime Meridian. 
The velocity of the vehicle can be described by the magnitude of its velocity vector 
and two other scalars. The inertial topocentric flight-path angle, y, was described in 
Section Error! Reference source not found, and is the angle between the inertial 
elocity vector and the geodetic local horizontal plane. The geodetic local horizontal plane 
is tangent to the Earth's surface. Finally, the vehicle's azimuth, tj, is the angle, in the 
local horizontal plane, made between the velocity vector and a vector pointing along a 
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longitude line to the Earth's North Pole. An illustration of the vehicle velocity in the local 
horizontal plane is shown in 
W 
Local 
Horizontal 
Figure 2-3: Velocity in the Local Horizontal Plane 
Downrange (longitudinal) and crossrange (lateral) distance are used to describe 
the entry vehicle's position with respect to the target landing site. The longitudinal plane 
is the plane defined by the vehicle R and V vectors at EI. The downrange distance is 
measured in the longitudinal plane as the distance along the Earth's surface traveled by 
the vehicle to the target landing site. Crossrange distance is the distance traveled normal 
to longitudinal plane along the Earth's surface. An illustration of downrange and 
crossrange distance can be found in Figure 2-4. 
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Figure 2-4: Downrange Distance 
This definition of downrange corresponds to the method used inside the PredGuid entry 
guidance algorithm for computing the longitudinal range-to-go for the vehicle. 
Total range is simply the surface distance between the latitude and longitude of the 
EI point and the latitude and longitude of the target landing site. In this thesis, when 
discussing landing accuracy, target-relative definitions of downrange and crossrange are 
used to describe miss distance. Downrange miss distance is measured along the total 
range vehicle path. Crossrange miss distance is perpendicular to the downrange miss 
distance. 
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2.5 Simulation Initialization and Termination 
While the simulation used in this thesis is capable of dealing with an entire lunar 
mission, the simulation is initialized at entry interface (EI) for the specific purpose of 
analyzing the effectiveness of past and current implementations of the entry guidance 
algorithm. The nominal geodetic altitude specified for all EI initialization points is about 
122,000 m (400,000 ft), at the edge of the discernable effect of the Earth's atmosphere on 
an entry vehicle. The nominal velocity specified at EI represents a reasonable upper 
bound for most realistic human lunar return trajectories and was about 11 km/s (36,000 
ft/s). Other scalar inputs necessary to specify the EI state of the entry vehicle are the 
geodetitic latitude, the longitude, the inertial topocentric flight-path angle, and the inertial 
topocentric azimuth. The nominal values for these states are varied significantly during 
the analysis to capture the algorithm's performance at various initial flight conditions. 
The vehicle's orientation is also initialized at EI. The initial angle of attack is set to the 
expected trim angle of attack for the CEV, nominally about 160 degrees. Both the initial 
sideslip angle and bank angle are set to 0 degrees. The vehicle body rates are initialized 
to zero. Table 2.1 shows a sample assumed initialization vehicle state. Some of these 
values varied over the wide range of scenarios tested. 
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Table 2.1: Assumed Nominal EI Initialization Parameters 
Parameter 
Geodetic Altitude 
Inertial Velocity 
Geodetic Latitude 
Longitude 
ITC Azimuth 
ITC FPA 
Bank Angle 
Sideslip Angle 
Angle of Attack 
Body Rates 
Value 
122 km 
ll.Okm/s 
Odeg 
Odeg 
90deg 
-6.0 deg 
Odeg 
Odeg 
160 deg 
0 deg/s 
The simulation runs to specified termination conditions. To determine the landed 
accuracy of the vehicle, the primary simulation termination condition is based on the 
altitude of the vehicle reaching zero. In some simulations, especially those with very 
shallow EI flight-path angles, it is possible for the vehicle to skip out of the atmosphere. 
These scenarios are not feasible guided entry cases, and in these scenarios the simulation 
is terminated if the vehicle did not reach the ground within 2000 seconds (33.3 min). A 
typical 8890 km range trajectory will reach the ground in about 1700 seconds, with 2000 
seconds successfully accommodating entries with ranges up to about 11,000 km. For the 
limited number of tests in which target ranges were greater than 11,000 km, the 
maximum simulation time was increased to 2500 seconds. 
2.6 Monte Carlo Dispersions 
Monte Carlo analysis is a numerical technique often used to study systems with 
many coupled degrees of freedom that have significant uncertainty in their inputs and 
behavior. The technique utilizes known probability distributions of system inputs and 
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parameters to generate probability distributions of the system output. In simulation, 
Monte Carlo analysis involves randomly sampling from the probability distributions of 
multiple parameters of a system to capture the uncertainty in those parameters. 
Theoretically, any possible output of the simulation should be a result of some 
combination of inputs and parameters derived from their respective probability 
distributions. To get a more accurate estimate of the response of a system, a large number 
of simulations with different combinations of these dispersed parameters must be 
conducted to determine the output of the system under various possible real world 
conditions [18]. Additional information on Monte Carlo analysis can be found in 
References such as [19] [20] and [21]. 
The simulation allows for dispersions in several different model groups, including 
the GRAM atmosphere model, the vehicle aerodynamic properties model, the crew 
module reaction control system (RCS) jet model, the vehicle mass properties model, and 
the parachute model. Correlated initial navigation and state dispersions are also included 
in the Monte Carlo scheme for the simulation. 
The Monte Carlo inputs in the simulation vary depending on the model. For 
example, in the GRAM atmosphere model, a seed number and scale parameter is 
specified from a uniform distribution and GRAM calculates density, temperature, and 
wind velocity perturbations internally that are time and trajectory-dependent based on 
location over the earth, time of year, and altitude. The other models inside the simulation 
disperse various parameter values in different ways for use in Monte Carlo analyses. 
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3 Guidance Algorithm Metrics 
In algorithm development it is useful to measure a proposed algorithm's 
performance, both in comparison to other algorithms as well as against relevant assumed 
requirements. Several metrics are considered when evaluating the algorithm presented in 
this thesis to assess how well particular goals have been met. The metrics of landing 
accuracy, g loads, control saturation, NPC performance, and algorithm complexity are 
discussed in detail below. 
3.1 Landing Accuracy 
One of the primary goals of any entry guidance algorithm is to steer the vehicle 
accurately to a specified target location on the Earth's surface. Landing accurately 
expedites the process of crew recovery by allowing recovery assets to be positioned near 
the target. For the CEV, accurate targeting also ensures that the landing site will be 
within close proximity to the coast of the continental United States. 
An entry guidance algorithm steers the vehicle until the drogue parachutes are 
deployed. After this point, the vehicle has no control authority and the path of the vehicle 
under the parachutes is determined by the local wind and the drift of the parachutes. 
Thus, the entry algorithm must steer the vehicle accurately enough that this drift does not 
cause the landed location to fall outside the required range. 
The assumed landing accuracy requirement for the CEV is that the vehicle must 
splash down within 10 km of the target landing site. To ensure 99.73% accuracy at 90% 
confidence in a 3000 sample Monte Carlo analysis, no more than four trajectories may 
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exceed this requirement. Even though the requirement is binary, the miss distance of any 
trajectories that do not meet the requirement should also be minimized. For example, it is 
more desirable to miss the target by 11 km than 300 km. In some cases, a severe miss 
could result in the vehicle impacting land instead of splashing down in the ocean, which 
could be extremely hazardous. 
Landing accuracy can be represented in several different ways. In this thesis, 
landing performance of the algorithm under nominal conditions at different ranges will be 
shown in both total miss distance as well as target-relative downrange-crossrange miss 
distance plots. An example can be found in Figure 3-1, with the thick red line denoting 
the assumed accuracy requirement. 
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Downrange, km 
Figure 3-1: Example Nominal Accuracy Plot 
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Figure 3-1 shows the position of drogue and main parachute deployment as well as 
touchdown for a nominal sweep of target ranges. The black triangle in the lower plot 
represents the target landing site. 
Monte Carlo data are be represented differently, with both bar graphs showing the 
percentage of misses at a particular target range as well as error plots showing mean, 
minimum, and maximum miss distances. This allows for the easy comparison of 
performance between several algorithms. Examples can be found in Figure 3-2 and 
Figure 3-3. 
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Figure 3-2: Example Monte Carlo Accuracy Comparison Plot 
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Figure 3-3: Example Monte Carlo Miss Distance Comparison Plot 
In Figure 3-3, the "x" in the center of each vertical line represents the mean of the data, 
while the horizontal ticks at the end of each line represent the minimum and maximum 
miss distances at a particular target distance. The black dotted line is the assumed landing 
accuracy requirement. 
3.2 g Loads 
During entry, the safety of the crew and integrity of the entry vehicle are 
paramount. Decelerating in the Earth's atmosphere from about 11 km/s at EI to a velocity 
low enough to deploy drogue parachutes imposes large g loads on both the vehicle and 
the crew inside. Unconsciousness, injury, or death can result from experiencing high g 
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loads for extended periods of time, especially if the crew is ill or "deconditioned" from an 
extended stay in low gravity already. Extreme g loads can also compromise the structural 
integrity of the vehicle, which could have disastrous consequences. As a result, the 
Human-Systems Integration Requirements (HSIR) specify an assumed duration-based 
requirement for g loads during entry [5]. The HSIR specify the maximum time that can 
be spent at a particular g level and are visualized on a log-log plot similar to Figure 3-4. 
1 10 100 1000 
Duration, s 
Figure 3-4: Example HSIR Plot 
While there are three different limits specified, the green ill-deconditioned line is the 
relevant limit for nominal lunar return entry, as the crew has been subject to a significant 
amount of time in low gravity. No violations of this assumed requirement are allowed. 
Sample Monte Carlo data are shown in Figure 3-4, with trajectories that meet the 
requirement shown in blue, while violations are shown in magenta. Both nominal and 
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Monte Carlo data may be displayed in this way. To compare algorithm performance, 
Monte Carlo data are also displayed as bar graphs showing the percentage of cases that 
violate the HSIR requirement. An example is found in Figure 3-5. 
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Figure 3-5: Example HSIR Violation Plot for Several Monte Carlo Analyses 
The peak g load experienced during entry is also a useful metric for comparing 
performance at different target ranges and between algorithms that may all have satisfied 
the HSIR. Peak g load data for Monte Carlo runs will be represented either in line 
histograms or as error plots for comparison. Figure 3-6 shows the number of samples that 
exhibited a given peak drag level for several different nominal target ranges for a single 
algorithm. Figure 3-7 is an error plot showing the minimum, maximum, and mean peak 
drag levels at each target range for three different entry algorithms. 
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Figure 3-6: Example Peak Drag Histogram 
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Figure 3-7: Example Peak Drag Comparison Plot 
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3.3 Control Saturation 
Much like a good driver would not accelerate at full speed at every green light and 
slam on the breaks at every red light, it is not desirable for a guidance algorithm to 
demand maximum performance from the entry vehicle at all times when steering toward 
the target. For the CEV, maximum vehicle performance is when the vehicle is 
commanded to fly either full lift up or full lift down. At these points, the controls are said 
to be saturated. Saturation occurs when guidance commands a bank angle of less than 15 
degrees or greater than 165 degrees. Control saturation is undesirable because it leaves no 
additional authority to accurately steer the vehicle. On the other hand, having margin, or 
additional capability, throughout the entry trajectory is a sign that the algorithm is 
performing well. Control margin during entry is beneficial for several reasons. First, the 
assumption of decoupling between the lateral and longitudinal channels with a single 
control is more accurate. Also, having margin reduces the occurrence of high g loads as 
well as "slamming" back and forth between bank commands, which can waste propellant 
in making large bank changes. Finally, margin allows the algorithm additional vehicle 
capability that may be necessary to overcome day-of-flight environmental dispersions. 
Unlike accuracy and g loads, there is no assumed requirement for control 
saturation. However, when comparing various portions of an entry trajectory, the 
percentage of time spent with controls saturated during entry may be used to gauge how 
well the guidance algorithm is completing its task. Much like the accuracy metric, control 
saturation can be represented by error plots showing the mean, minimum, and maximum 
control saturation for a particular set of Monte Carlo runs during a particular phase of 
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flight. Figure 3-8 compares the percent control saturation, or the time spent saturated 
divided by the total time during Final phase, for three guidance algorithms. 
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Figure 3-8: Example Control Saturation Comparison Plot 
3.4 NPC Performance 
The entry guidance algorithms described in this thesis use a numeric predictor-
corrector (NPC) during certain phases of flight to perform precision targeting necessary 
to reach the target. The predictor uses a control input guess from the corrector and 
propagates the equations of motion for the vehicle forward in time, resulting in a vehicle 
state at the selected termination conditions. The corrector portion then evaluates how far 
the predicted range travelled is away from the target. If this error is within the tolerance, 
the NPC has found a good bank angle solution and the cycle stops. However, if the error 
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is too large, the corrector must compute a new control input guess and the predictor uses 
this new guess to propagate yet again. This process continues until a good solution is 
found, the controller is saturated, or the maximum number of predictor-corrector 
iterations is reached. 
Situations where the maximum iterations are reached before a valid solution is 
determined should be avoided because the resulting command output may not produce 
the desired vehicle state. The NPC is also run several times per second, so finding a valid 
solution with fewer iterations makes the algorithm more efficient and requires fewer 
computational resources. Therefore, two useful metrics in determining NPC performance 
are the percentage of guidance calls that reach the maximum allowed iterations and the 
average number of iterations required to find a solution. Examples of how these data can 
be represented are found in Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-10. 
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Figure 3-9: Example Monte Carlo NPC Performance 
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Figure 3-10: Example NPC Performance vs. Time 
Figure 3-9 contains 1000-sample Monte Carlo data for several target ranges. It shows the 
average percentage of NPC calls at each range that reach maximum iterations (blue) as 
well as the average percentage of NPC calls at each target range that fail to find a 
solution within the tolerance (red). NPC performance can also be represented by the two 
plots in Figure 3-10 as time histories of each trajectory. Trajectories that ever reach the 
maximum allowed 10 iteration (upper plot) or exceed the miss tolerance of 74 km 
(bottom plot) can be observed. An excessive number of cases with such behavior 
represents poor NPC performance and is undesirable. 
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3.5 Algorithm Complexity 
While an algorithm's performance is certainly the primary focus during its 
development, an effort should be made to reduce complexity in the algorithm that does 
not contribute to additional performance. Whenever possible, the reduction of decisions, 
loops, and overall code length is desirable because it results in a decrease in the 
computational time required by the algorithm as well as an increase in the ease of 
software certification and maintenance. In this thesis, the C programming language was 
used for algorithm development. 
4 Previous PredGuid Algorithms 
The PredGuid algorithm has its origin in the Apollo Program and has been updated, 
modified, and expanded to meet current assumed mission requirements. As these 
requirements and the CEV concept vehicle have evolved, the PredGuid algorithm has 
been modified accordingly. Two previous versions of the algorithm, Vanilla PredGuid 
and PredGuid-EMT, serve as the basis on which the work of this thesis builds. 
4.1 Vanilla PredGuid 
The Baseline or "Vanilla" PredGuid entry guidance algorithm was developed in 
2006 by Bairstow to modify and enhance the capability of the Apollo Entry Guidance 
algorithm [15]. The Apollo algorithm phase logic for a skip entry can be seen in Figure 
4-1. 
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Figure 4-1: Apollo Entry Guidance Phases [12] 
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The Apollo algorithm relied heavily on empirical heuristics and analytical 
approximations due to limited computational resources available at the time. As a result, 
the long-range skip accuracy necessary to meet the assumed CEV entry mission 
requirements was not possible. The Vanilla PredGuid algorithm was developed to extend 
the target range capability of Apollo guidance and update it to be more appropriate for 
the CEV concept vehicle. The most significant modification made by Bairstow to the 
existing Apollo algorithm was the integration of a numeric predictor-corrector (NPC) 
scheme to replace the analytical Up Control and Kepler phases used by Apollo. The NPC 
was originally developed by Draper Laboratory as part of the PRED GUID aerocapture 
guidance algorithm for the Aeroassist Flight Experiment [29] and was adapted by 
Bairstow for use with skip entry. The modified Vanilla PredGuid algorithm phase logic is 
shown in Figure 4-2. These phases are discussed in detail in the following sections. A 
more detailed description of the NPC is also included. 
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Figure 4-2: Vanilla PredGuid Guidance Phases [27] 
4.1.1 Targeting 
At the beginning of each guidance cycle, the Targeting subroutine calculates the 
downrange and crossrange distances between the current vehicle position and the 
predicted target landing site position based on time of flight estimates using geometric 
calculations described in References [8] and [28]. These ranges are used by the algorithm 
to steer the vehicle. Targeting also determines whether to calculate the vehicle's velocity 
in the inertial frame or relative to the Earth's surface. The switch from inertial to relative 
occurs when the vehicle's inertial velocity falls below about 4 km/s. The Targeting 
subroutine also estimates the density of the atmosphere and L/D of the vehicle. These 
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estimates are used extensively in predicting the trajectory of the vehicle. The method of 
estimation will be discussed in Section 4.2.4. 
4.1.2 Initial Roll 
The Initial Roll Phase of the Vanilla PredGuid algorithm attempts to center the 
vehicle in the entry corridor. Until the vehicle reaches the sensible atmosphere at 0.05 g 
of drag, Initial Roll commands a pre-entry attitude hold, using a constant full lift up bank 
command. Initial Roll then tests to see if the vehicle's trajectory is too shallow. If it is 
shallow, full lift down is commanded until the drag reaches 2 g, otherwise, Initial Roll 
commands full lift up to keep g forces low early in the trajectory. Initial Roll transitions 
to the HUNTEST phase when the altitude rate increases to -213 m/s (-700 ft/s). 
4.1.3 HUNTEST 
The HUNTEST phase determines whether a skip is necessary to complete the 
entry and chooses the appropriate method with which to guide the vehicle. It makes this 
determination based on the predicted velocity of the vehicle at atmospheric exit after the 
pull-up maneuver. It predicts this exit velocity with a series of analytical equations [8] 
[28], assuming a constant L/D from the start of the Up Control phase to the beginning of 
the Final phase. It then adjusts the exit velocity to change the predicted range traveled by 
the vehicle. Next, it compares this velocity to a maximum and minimum value. If the 
velocity at exit is lower than the minimum, there is not enough energy to complete a skip 
and HUNTEST transitions directly to the Final phase. If the velocity value falls between 
the minimum and maximum values, HUNTEST uses another set of analytical equations 
[8] [28] to calculate the flight-path angle at atmospheric exit and predict the total range 
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travelled. If the predicted range is within a tolerance, HUNTEST transitions directly to 
Up Control. If not, the exit velocity is adjusted and a new range is predicted during the 
next guidance cycle. This process continues until transition to Up Control or until the 
predicted velocity at exit falls below the minimum value and a skip is no longer required. 
If the predicted exit velocity is higher than the maximum value, then HUNTEST 
transitions to the Constant Drag subroutine to reduce additional energy prior to the 
beginning of Final Phase. This method for energy management was originally chosen 
because of its low total heat load [28]. For the Vanilla PredGuid algorithm, the specified 
drag level is 4.0 g (130 ft/s2). Constant Drag uses a controller to minimize drag and 
altitude rate errors based on reference values. The drag reference also includes the L/D 
value used previously to predict the exit velocity. Constant Drag transitions to Final 
phase when the vehicle's velocity has been reduced to the Final phase transition velocity. 
4.1.4 Up Control 
In the PredGuid algorithm, the Up Control phase performs precision targeting of 
the second entry conditions with the NPC. The NPC propagates the vehicle state forward 
and makes adjustments to the L/D command to minimize range errors at the beginning of 
Final phase. A detailed description of the NPC can be found in Section 4.2. The Up 
Control phase checks whether transition conditions to either the Ballistic or Final phases 
are met. To transition to Ballistic, the vehicle's drag must fall below 0.186 g (6 ft/s2). To 
transition to Final phase, the velocity must fall to within 152.4 m/s (500 ft/s) of the 
predicted Final phase transition velocity and the altitude rate must be negative. 
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4.1.5 Ballistic 
The Ballistic phase continues NPC targeting. Since Bairstow determined that 
there is significant control authority at drag levels above 0.186 g, the NPC is allowed to 
continue generating bank commands during Ballistic above that drag level [15]. 
However, if the drag falls below 0.05 g, the NPC does not run to save propellant because 
there is no longer sufficient control authority. Ballistic transitions to Final phase if the 
vehicle's drag increases to greater than 0.2 g (6.5 ft/s2). This is slightly different from the 
drag level required to enter Ballistic phase, ensuring that the transition from Up Control 
to Ballistic to Final does not occur in a single guidance cycle. 
4.1.6 Final 
Like the Apollo guidance algorithm, Vanilla PredGuid's Final phase uses a 
terminal point controller to generate bank commands. The Final phase uses a previously 
generated reference trajectory to guide the vehicle from the beginning of Final until the 
relative velocity of the vehicle reaches 305 m/s (1000 ft/s). The reference trajectory is 
generated based on an assumed vehicle state at the beginning of Final Phase and nominal 
vehicle properties. Vanilla PredGuid assumes that the vehicle is flying at 60% of its full 
lift up capacity during Final phase to center the reference trajectory in the range 
capability of the vehicle [15]. Using the vehicle states and properties at the top of the 
reference, simplified equations of motion are propagated forward to the ground. 
Perturbations are then integrated back up the nominal reference trajectory to the initial 
state to generate sensitivities with respect to various state variables along the trajectory. 
These sensitivities are used during Final phase as control gains. 
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During the Final phase, guidance uses the reference trajectory to steer the vehicle 
toward the target. If at any time it is predicted that the vehicle has overflown the target, 
full lift down is commanded. Otherwise, the bank command is based on deviation from 
the reference trajectory drag and altitude rate values with their respective control gains. 
The bank commands during Final are also subject to the G-Limiter subroutine that 
attempts to prohibit g loads greater than 10 g by overriding the Final phase command if 
necessary. Final phase transitions to the Terminal phase at the relative velocity magnitude 
of305m/s. 
4.1.7 Terminal 
In the Terminal phase, the longitudinal and lateral channels are fully coupled, and 
guidance steers the vehicle by pointing it directly at the target landing site. The guidance 
law is quite simple, with steering commands directly proportional to the vehicle heading 
error calculated by the targeting routine. Terminal phase ends when the drogue 
parachutes are deployed. 
4.1.8 Lateral Logic 
Lateral Logic is a subroutine that is called at the end of every guidance cycle to 
manage crossrange (lateral) error. To maintain at least some crossrange control authority 
at all times, the bank command of the vehicle is limited to within 15 degrees of full lift up 
or down (+/- 15-165 degrees). This allows the crossrange component of the vehicle's lift 
vector to have an adequate effect of the lateral movement of the vehicle. 
The guidance algorithms described in this thesis all assume that the longitudinal 
and lateral channels are decoupled. The longitudinal channel is treated as the primary 
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channel and the magnitudes of the bank angle commands are generated to affect the 
downrange component of the vehicle's trajectory. The secondary lateral channel is 
controlled by the Lateral Logic subroutine through the sign of the bank angle by 
commanding bank reversals. A bank reversal is simply changing the sign of the bank 
command (i.e. +45 to -45 degrees) to command the direction of lateral travel once the 
crossrange error exceeds the lateral tolerance, or dead band. In this way, the vertical 
component of lift remains the same, but the horizontal component reverses direction, 
allowing the vehicle to "zig-zag" its way to the target. Figure 4-3 illustrates the bank 
reversal concept. 
Figure 4-3: Bank Reversals 
Lateral Logic operates by first computing the lateral deadband, which is decreased 
as the vehicle approaches the target. This is done to ensure adequate lateral control to 
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eliminate that error as the vehicle's velocity decreases. The deadband is also halved if the 
current bank command is within 15 degrees of full lift up or down. If the current 
crossrange error is outside the deadband, a bank reversal is commanded. 
4.2 The Numeric Predictor-Corrector 
The goal of the numeric predictor-corrector (NPC) is to manage energy and 
downrange error from the start of the Up Control phase to the beginning of the start of the 
Final Phase. It was originally developed during the Aeroassist Flight Experiment (AFE) 
as part of an aerocapture algorithm in the 1980s. The original aerocapture algorithm was 
designed and tested to return an aerocapture vehicle from a high-energy orbit back to low 
Earth orbit by using atmospheric drag to reduce the vehicle's velocity before skipping 
back out to the desired orbit [29]. The NPC developed for the AFE was subsequently 
adapted to an entry guidance application by Bairstow. 
4.2.1 Targeting 
The NPC works by first calculating the desired target range by subtracting the 
Final phase range estimate from the total range to go. The Final range estimate is 
calculated using the reference trajectory and predicted values for velocity, flight-path 
angle, and drag at Final phase transition. On the first iteration of the NPC, these vehicle 
state values are provided by HUNTEST. The Final phase range, SFinaiy is estimated, 
Spinal = Sref +^(f~ fref) + ^ iP ~ ^ref) (4-1) 
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The reference range is adjusted using predicted errors in altitude rate (f) and drag 
(D) at the beginning of the reference. The partial derivatives in the equation represent the 
range sensitivity to these errors. These sensitivities, as well as the reference range (Srej), 
reference altitude rate (rre/)> a nd reference drag (Dref) values are stored in a look-up table 
with respect to velocity. A diagram of the PredGuid targeting process is shown in Figure 
4-4. 
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Figure 4-4: NPC Targeting Flow [15] 
For subsequent iterations, the predicted state at the start of Final phase used for range 
estimation comes from the integration termination conditions of the predictor. 
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4.2.2 Predictor 
Once the PredGuid range is calculated, the predictor simulates a constant bank 
angle (vertical L/D fraction) trajectory from the current navigated vehicle state to a 
predicted state at the beginning of Final phase. The predictor propagates the planar 
vehicle equations of motion forward in time using a 4l order Runge-Kutta integration 
scheme [30] with a 10 second time step. The predictor uses a J2 Earth gravity model [23] 
to calculate gravitational acceleration and the 1976 U.S. Standard Atmosphere model 
[24] in computing both lift and drag accelerations. The predictor assumes that lift, drag, 
and gravity are the only accelerations acting on the vehicle. 
a = -aDi + aLk-agr (4-2) 
In this equation, the i unit vector points in the direction of the vehicle's velocity. The k 
unit vector is perpendicular to the velocity vector and is along the lift vector of the 
vehicle. The r unit vector starts from the vehicle and points away from the center of the 
Earth. To calculate the aerodynamic accelerations, the predictor uses current estimates of 
both the vehicle L/D and atmospheric density bias factor. These estimates are discussed 
in detail in Section 4.2.4. The acceleration due to drag is a function of both the vehicle's 
velocity and the estimate of the atmospheric density. 
aD=f(V,p) (4-3) 
Acceleration due to lift is calculated as a function of the drag acceleration, the estimated 
vehicle L/D, and the assumed bank angle. 
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aL=f(aD, — ,<p) (4.4) 
The predictor continues integrating until termination conditions are reached. If the 
predicted trajectory either escapes the Earth's gravitational field (altitude > 183 km) or 
impacts the surface (altitude < 0), integration is terminated. These trajectories are not 
considered good or "captured" solutions. If the trajectory has not escaped or impacted the 
surface, it is considered a good solution and integration terminates once the beginning of 
the predicted Final phase is reached. Three criteria must all be met for this termination: 
1. The skip has started: Indicated by the altitude rate being positive or the drag 
falling below 0.2 g at any point in the predicted trajectory. 
2. The predicted altitude rate is currently negative: Indicating that the vehicle 
has passed the apogee of the skip. 
3. The drag is currently greater than 0.2 g: Indicating the vehicle is back in the 
atmosphere. 
The NPC then compares the predicted range traveled to the desired PredGuid range. If 
the range error is within the tolerance, the NPC outputs an L/D command to flight 
control. If not, it moves to the corrector portion. 
4.2.3 Corrector 
The corrector adjusts the L/D command to minimize the predicted range error by 
finding a solution to the constant L/D problem. First, it classifies the trajectory as an 
undershoot, escape, or captured trajectory. Figure 4-5 shows an illustration of the 
trajectory classification. 
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Figure 4-5: PredGuid Predictor Trajectory Classification 
The classification also determines whether the L/D solution is "bracketed" by the 
previous guesses. That is, one guess missed "high" and another missed "low". The 
corrector then modifies the next L/D guess using several different methods. If the 
corrector has less than 2 good trajectories to use, it increments the command L/D, 
marching toward the capture region to find the solution. If two or more trajectories are 
considered good captured trajectories, the corrector either interpolates or extrapolates 
between those previous guesses, depending on whether or not the solution is bracketed. 
The NPC then returns to the predictor, this time using the new constant L/D 
command to integrate forward the equations of motion. The cycle is repeated until one of 
the following conditions is met: 
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I. The L/D command guess results in a range error within the tolerance 
II. The range error is not within tolerance, but the L/D command is already saturated 
(i.e. full lift up and the prediction is still short of the target) 
III. The maximum iteration limit is reached (20 iterations for the first call to the NPC, 
10 iterations thereafter) 
The NPC then outputs its last command. Since bank commands are limited to within 15 
degrees of full lift up or down, any commands within this range are modified to either 15 
degrees or 165 degrees. 
4.2.4 Parameter estimation 
PredGuid uses information from the navigation system to estimate the current 
aerodynamic properties of the vehicle as well as atmospheric conditions. These estimates 
are updated every guidance cycle and allow the predictor to more accurately simulate 
day-of-flight conditions. The predictor incorporates estimates of both the vehicle L/D and 
the atmospheric density bias factor when integrating forward the equations of motion. 
The current vehicle L/D is estimated using wind relative velocity and sensed 
acceleration. As the ratio of lift acceleration to drag acceleration, the L/D is calculated as 
the inverse tangent of the angle between the navigated acceleration and velocity vectors, 
shown in Figure 4-6. 
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relative 
Figure 4-6: PredGuid L/D Estimation 
0= cos'1' (arvrelative) (4-5) 
L/D =tan(6) (4-6) 
The estimate is bounded to ensure reasonable values and filtered using data from 
previous estimates. It is then biased 10% downward to preserve performance margin. The 
L/D estimator utilizes several assumptions. First, it assumes that all accelerations are 
aerodynamic and ignores accelerations that may be caused by other sources, such as RCS 
thrust. Also, the actual wind relative velocity cannot be measured and must be estimated 
from the inertial velocity of the vehicle and the rotation of the Earth's atmosphere. The 
predictor assumes that the L/D of the vehicle is constant over the entire length of the 
propagated trajectory. 
The current atmospheric density is also estimated using the navigated relative 
velocity and acceleration magnitudes as well as the average vehicle drag coefficient and 
estimated L/D, specifically, 
_ 2madrag 
Pest — „2 c r (4_/) 
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where 
_ llf/ll 
a d r a
^~Va/D) 2 + i ' (4"8) 
and 
m = mass 
Sref — reference area 
CD = average coefficient of drag. 
The density estimate is then used to calculate the density bias factor, K, with respect to 
the current onboard United States Standard Atmosphere 1976 [24] (US76) model density. 
That is, 
K = - ^ L _ . (4-9) 
Pmodel 
Like the L/D estimate, the density factor estimate is bounded and filtered using previous 
estimate and has similar limitations. The free stream velocity is not measured and is 
assumed to be equal to the planet-relative velocity. Also, the density estimate assumes 
that the L/D estimate is reasonable and that the stored drag coefficient is accurate. 
Finally, the density estimator assumes a constant bias from the onboard US76 atmosphere 
along the entire length of the predicted trajectory. 
4.3 PredGuid-EMT 
In 2007, the Vanilla PredGuid algorithm was modified by Miller in an attempt to 
further reduce the algorithm's dependence on Apollo era heuristics as well as to improve 
the short-range capability and phase transitions [27]. Known as the PredGuid Energy 
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Management and Transition (EMT) algorithm, the modification included several changes 
to Vanilla PredGuid. It introduces a new method of energy of management method for 
short-range direct entries, including the addition of multiple Final phase reference 
trajectories and selection logic to choose between them. A new method for trajectory 
classification was also included in the energy management portion. One of the most 
significant changes was the introduction of logic criteria for determining the best time for 
transitioning to Up Control and NPC targeting for skip and loft entries. This approach 
allows for the selection of a predetermined reference skip bank angle at atmospheric exit 
that can be used by the mission designer to customize the characteristics of a trajectory. 
Additional changes were made to better accommodate loft trajectories and correct for 
shallow entries, as well. The modifications implemented in the PredGuid-EMT algorithm 
are discussed in detail below. 
4.3.1 Variable Constant Drag for Direct Entries 
The energy management portion of the Vanilla PredGuid algorithm only 
dissipates energy at a single drag value. This limits the rate at which energy can be 
dissipated, especially for very short entries when it must be done quickly. To address this 
issue, the PredGuid-EMT algorithm adds the capability to fly Constant Drag at a variety 
of drag levels, allowing shorter trajectories to use a higher drag level to burn off energy 
more quickly. It was also determined that transitioning to Constant Drag when the 
vehicle's drag is at its maximum during first entry minimizes the altitude rate error from 
the reference altitude rate associated with a particular constant drag level [27]. 
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In PredGuid-EMT, the bank command during Initial Roll is no longer constant, 
but is modulated to modify the peak drag reached during a direct entry. Starting at 0.05 g, 
the predictor portion of the NPC is used to integrate forward the equations of motion to 
the point of peak drag. The range traveled during this part of the predicted trajectory and 
the peak drag value are stored. An equation is then used to approximate the range 
travelled between the current velocity and the velocity at which the transition to Final 
phase occurs: 
S = ^ (4-10) 
2ReD0 
In this equation, D0 is the Constant Drag acceleration level, Vt is the velocity at start of 
Constant Drag, V2 is the velocity at end of Constant Drag, 5 is the range travelled during 
Constant Drag, and Re is the Earth's radius. A complete development of this 
approximation can be found in Reference [27]. Next, the Final phase range estimate from 
the currently selected reference trajectory is added to the two previous ranges to get the 
total predicted direct entry range estimate. A visualization of this predicted range is 
shown in Figure 4-7. 
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Figure 4-7: Range Estimation for EMT Variable Constant Drag 
The total predicted range is then compared to the total range to go. If the range error is 
within the tolerance, the Initial Roll L/D command is outputted. If not, the bank 
command guess is modified. If the trajectory overshoots, the next guess is more lift 
down, causing Constant Drag to fly at a higher drag level and burn energy more quickly. 
If the predicted trajectory undershoots, the next guess is more lift up to fly at a lower drag 
level and extend the trajectory. 
A controller was also added between the Initial Roll and Constant Drag to blend 
the vehicle flight-path angle toward the reference flight-path angle that corresponds to the 
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peak drag value. This was added to match transition conditions, especially the rates of the 
vehicle states, more accurately to reduce control oscillation during Constant Drag. 
4.3.2 Trajectory Classification 
In Vanilla PredGuid, HUNTEST was used to determine what kind of entry 
method to use for a given trajectory, classifying it as either a direct entry or a loft/skip. 
PredGuid-EMT employs a different method for classifying trajectories. During Initial 
Roll, EMT estimates the maximum range that can be flown by a direct entry. This range 
is determined by propagating forward with full lift up to peak drag, estimating the 
constant drag range using the lowest possible peak drag level, and using the reference 
trajectory with the lowest drag. This predicted maximum direct entry range is then 
compared to the range to the target. If the maximum direct entry range is greater than the 
range to go, then the trajectory is classified as a direct entry and will use the energy 
management guidance method, passing through Constant Drag. If not, the trajectory is 
classified as a loft/skip and will use the NPC to generate its guidance commands. 
To prevent too much switching between trajectory types and avoid wildly 
different Final phase range estimates and resulting bank commands, limits are set for 
trajectory classification. If the trajectory type during the previous guidance cycle was a 
skip or if the type has flip-flopped back and forth between direct and loft too many times, 
Initial Roll does not attempt to fly it as a direct entry and proceeds directly to the loft/skip 
logic. 
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4.3.3 Final Phase Reference Trajectory 
To match the multiple possible drag levels of the new variable Constant Drag, 
PredGuid-EMT added several additional direct entry Final phase reference trajectories in 
addition to the original loft/skip reference. These nine additional references correspond to 
various initial drag levels between 3 and 10 g. The initial flight-path angles of the 
references also seek to match the values at Final phase transition. These direct entry 
references were designed with a 20% L/D fraction to eliminate positive altitude rate 
during Final phase and shorten the reference range for better short-range performance. 
A trajectory selection criterion was also added to dynamically choose which 
reference best matches the current trajectory. The reference selection is accomplished at 
the beginning of each guidance cycle in the Targeting subroutine and only when the 
vehicle is in the Initial Roll phase. After Constant Drag starts, the reference cannot be 
changed. The appropriate reference is selected by calculating the Final phase range using 
each of the direct entry references using the Final phase transition conditions predicted in 
the last guidance cycle. The initial range error correction for each of the reference 
trajectories is compared, and the reference with the smallest range error is selected as the 
appropriate one. 
4.3.4 Transition Time to Up Control 
When developing the Vanilla PredGuid algorithm, it was noted that the time at 
which the NPC took control in the Up Control phase a significant impact on the shape of 
skip entry trajectories [15]. Switching to NPC control earlier in the trajectory results in a 
higher and steeper skip, while starting it later causes the skip to be lower and shallower. 
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This phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 4-8, taken from Bairstow [15], and results from 
the difference in range to go at the time the NPC starts. The red trajectories transition to 
NPC control early, while the blue trajectories transition later. 
Altitude vs. Downrange, Range = 10000 km 
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Figure 4-8: Trajectory Shaping from NPC Start Time [15] 
Landing precision is not affected by the timing of the transition, but there are costs and 
benefits associated with either. A low altitude skip stays in a flight regime with more 
control authority due to the higher atmospheric density and results in a shorter entry time 
in an emergency scenario. However, the density upper atmosphere is highly uncertain and 
there is potential for a sudden loss of control authority near the top of the skip. In 
contrast, a high altitude skip provides additional time to navigate and encounters smaller 
disturbing aerodynamic forces due to the low atmospheric density. It also allows for 
greater heat dissipation and a lower total heat load on the vehicle. The downside to a 
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higher skip is that it places the vehicle in a flight regime with little or no aerodynamic 
control. 
These differences led to the assumption that there might be an optimal blend of 
the two trajectory shapes and a best time to transition to the NPC. Such an algorithm 
could be customized by the designer to find the transition time that provides the shortest 
flight time or minimizes heat load. In an effort to offer this capability to the mission 
designer, the PredGuid-EMT algorithm includes logic to determine the correct time to 
transition to the NPC based on a desired reference bank angle at atmospheric exit. The 
reference bank angle could then be adjusted to create the desired trajectory shape and 
characteristics. 
During Initial Roll for a skip trajectory, the predictor is used to propagate the 
vehicle state forward to the point of peak drag using the Initial Roll bank angle. At this 
peak drag point, the predictor then switches to the reference bank angle and continues 
integrating forward through the skip to the start of Final phase. The total predicted range 
is then calculated by adding the predicted range traveled prior to peak drag, during the 
skip, and during the Final phase. This range is then compared to the actual range to go. If 
the prediction overshoots the target, the transition time is decreased to earlier in the 
trajectory. If it undershoots, the transition time is increased to later. 
This process is repeated until the range error is within the tolerance, the range 
error changes sign, or the maximum iteration count is reached. If within tolerance, the 
transition time is saved as the best time. If the range error changes sign, then the time 
with the smallest error is selected, and small adjustments are made to the reference bank 
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angle until the error Is within tolerance. If the maximum iteration count is reached 
without a viable solution, the time of peak drag is chosen for the transition to the NPC. 
4.3.5 Loft Trajectories 
The PredGuid also made changes in the algorithm to specifically address several 
unique challenges presented by trajectories classified as a loft. These types of trajectories 
display positive altitude rate, but do not exit the atmosphere. However, some of the 
higher lofts to spend a considerable amount of time at the edge of the atmosphere where 
the density is highly uncertain and variable. These trajectories also encounter the Final 
phase transition conditions and predictor integration termination conditions at very 
shallow flight-path angles because they tend to "skim" across the across the atmosphere 
instead of having distinct up and down portions. This causes problems for the predictor 
portion of the NPC. Small deviations at shallow flight-path angles while propagating the 
vehicle state forward can result in the flight-path angle changing sign and triggering the 
negative altitude rate termination condition. 
Since the other two termination conditions are already met (the skip having 
started and the vehicle being in the atmosphere), these small deviations can result in the 
premature termination of the predictor. Thinking that the vehicle will come up short, 
guidance will command a more lift-up bank command to extend the trajectory, lofting the 
vehicle higher. This sometimes results in the trajectory subsequently overshooting the 
target, which results in a more lift-down guidance command. This process repeats, 
causing an oscillation in the vehicle's trajectory prior to Final phase. 
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This oscillation is not desirable because it can cause control saturation just prior 
to and during the Final phase. To eliminate this issue, the requirement that the vehicle's 
flight-path angle be steeper than -0.5 degrees was added to both the Final phase transition 
conditions and the predictor termination conditions. This ensures that the vehicle is truly 
descending back toward Final phase and the peak of the loft has been completed. The 
addition of this condition does not affect the transition conditions for skip trajectories, as 
the drag condition for both integration termination and phase transition is not met until 
after the flight-path angle requirement is satisfied. 
4.3.6 Shallow Entry Correction 
To avoid situations during shallow entries in which an early transition to Up 
Control and the NPC might result in the vehicle skipping out of the Earth's atmosphere, a 
correction was introduced in the PredGuid-EMT algorithm. If the algorithm deems that 
the transition to the NPC is too early in the trajectory, the Initial Roll bank command is 
increased by increments of 30 degrees from the initial value of 15 degrees to steepen the 
trajectory until the transition time is considered late enough. This correction prevents 
transitions to the NPC that would result in such a high altitude skip that the vehicle 
actually escapes. 
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5 Problem Description 
5.1 Overview 
Through the incorporation of a numeric predictor-corrector and the reduction of 
reliance on empirical analytical approximations and heuristics, the PredGuid entry 
guidance algorithm has improved the performance of the original Apollo entry logic [15]. 
The Vanilla version of PredGuid was able to extend the downrange capability of the 
vehicle, significantly improving the accuracy of the algorithm for skip entry [26]. 
PredGuid-EMT was aimed at improving the short-range capability and phase transition 
portions of the algorithm, and further reduced the algorithm's dependence on Apollo-era 
empirical constants [27]. While PredGuid has made significant steps forward from the 
heritage Apollo guidance algorithm, several issues still remain. Many of these issues stem 
from the fact that the newer CEV entry vehicle configuration has a lower L/D of 0.27. 
The concept vehicles utilized when the Vanilla and EMT versions of PredGuid were 
developed assumed L/Ds of 0.35 and 0.36, respectively. These assumptions have led to 
poor performance for vehicles with lower L/Ds and less control authority that could 
potentially be used for the CEV. 
Particularly, the EMT algorithm is inaccurate at longer ranges and no longer 
provides increased accuracy for very short-range direct cases with the new vehicle. These 
accuracy issues are also accompanied by excessive control saturation as well as HSIR 
violations for target ranges within the assumed range capability requirement. The 
trajectory classification and reference selection logic also seems to be unstable at shorter 
ranges, partially due to its location in the Targeting subroutine. Many of the fundamental 
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issues that EMT algorithm sought to address are still present, and, while the concepts 
presented by Miller are still valid, their success was hampered by the reduced control 
authority associated with lower L/D vehicles and large L/D uncertainties. 
5.2 Up Control Transition 
The timing and method of phase transitions in an entry guidance algorithm can 
have a profound impact on the algorithm's performance. Bairstow found that with 
Vanilla PredGuid, transitioning to Up Control earlier resulted in a higher skip that could 
reduce total heat load on the vehicle, while transitioning later caused a lower altitude skip 
that reduced time of flight and kept the vehicle in a regime in which it had more control 
authority [15]. The EMT algorithm sought to make use of this additional control authority 
afforded by the incorporation of the NPC. One of the major modifications made by 
PredGuid-EMT was to eliminate the single uniform condition for transition to Up 
Control, replacing it with a decision logic that chose the best time to transition. This 
decision logic utilized a selected reference bank angle for atmospheric exit and then 
adjusted the transition time to minimize range error. While this method eliminated 
heuristics and offered entry guidance designers a way to customize the behavior of the 
algorithm, this added flexibility was largely lost when the L/D of the vehicle was 
reduced. Unfortunately, the combined effect of lower nominal vehicle L/D and large 
uncertainties in L/D estimation sometimes led to the NPC trying to solve a problem that 
does not have a solution for the selected reference bank angle because the vehicle could 
not always reach the target using the desired bank. What was left was complex decision 
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logic that added little in the way of significant ability to tune the algorithm and actually 
performed worse than Vanilla PredGuid for skip entries. 
The algorithm modifications presented in this thesis seek to determine a simple and 
robust method for transitioning to the Up Control phase to improve PredGuid-EMT skip 
entry performance. Emphasis is placed on fully exploiting PredGuid's atmosphere 
estimation and the significant capability of the numeric predictor-corrector. Focus is also 
on spending as much time as possible during entry engaged in actively guiding the 
vehicle toward the target, reducing open loop control inputs to the greatest extent 
possible. 
5.3 Short-Range Entry Methodology 
True direct entry trajectories, characterized by monotonically decreasing altitude 
throughout the duration of the flight, only occur for very short target ranges for low L/D 
vehicles. In both the Vanilla PredGuid and PredGuid-EMT algorithms, the short ranges 
necessary to fly a direct entry fall below the assumed 2400 km minimum range 
requirement for the CEV. Traditionally, entry guidance algorithms like PredGuid and the 
Apollo Guidance have utilized two distinct methods of guidance depending on the range 
to be flown, with direct entry treated very differently than loft and skip entries. This 
technique requires not only a way of correctly classifying a given trajectory, but the 
development of two separate guidance methods. To deal with short-range direct entries, 
both versions of PredGuid used an energy management portion early in the flight in an 
effort to bleed off energy quickly. Loft and skip entries were handled differently and 
utilized the algorithm's NPC. 
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For Apollo and both of the PredGuid algorithms, the energy management portion 
involved depleting energy by flying at a particular constant drag level until a particular 
velocity is reached to sufficiently reduce the energy of the vehicle. Both Apollo and 
Vanilla PredGuid used a single predetermined drag value during the energy management 
phase, adjusting the time flown at this drag level to change the downrange distance 
travelled. This limited the short-range capability of these algorithms because energy 
could only be depleted at the prescribed rate. PredGuid-EMT improved short-range 
capability, but added complexity by selecting an appropriate drag level in-flight. While 
this method worked with the higher L/D of the previous CEV concepts, it is less effective 
with the assumed low-L/D configuration. 
This thesis will investigate the need for energy management portion in the 
PredGuid algorithm. Two possible short-range direct entry methodologies will be 
developed and evaluated. The first will attempt to eliminate the need for a separate 
energy management guidance method by using the numeric predictor-corrector to steer 
the vehicle for all target ranges. When compared to both the Vanilla and EMT versions of 
the algorithm, doing so will eliminate complexity and additional decision logic by relying 
on a single method for all entry target ranges. By enhancing and taking advantage of the 
capability of the NPC, it should be possible to develop an algorithm that performs well 
across all required target ranges while reducing overall complexity. The second short-
range methodology will be an energy management logic based on a simplified version of 
the PredGuid-EMT energy management scheme. A simpler energy management method 
should be able to take advantage of PredGuid-EMT's variable constant drag method to 
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increase performance at very short ranges. Simplifying phase transitions could also 
eliminate some of the implementation problems that the EMT algorithm experienced. 
5.4 Final Phase Reference Trajectory 
The Apollo guidance algorithm only used one Final phase reference trajectory 
because it dictated a transition to final phase at relatively similar vehicle states, regardless 
of the target range. Vanilla PredGuid also used only one reference, but the vehicle did not 
always transition to Final phase at the same state. To address this problem, an 
interpolation routine was added to the Final phase range estimate to accommodate a 
wider variety of transition conditions. However, with the addition of multiple possible 
constant drag values by EMT, more reference trajectories were required to match the 
different transition drag values. This facilitated the need for a method to select the 
appropriate reference trajectory, including how and when the algorithm should do so. The 
selection method utilized by the EMT algorithm did not allow updates to the reference 
trajectory within guidance cycles. This led to switching back and forth between very 
different references during selection and inaccurate predictions of the Final phase range 
because the wrong reference trajectory had been selected. Reference trajectories were 
selected based on minimizing the target range error, requiring the selection logic compute 
the predicted Final phase range for every reference trajectory each guidance cycle, which 
is inefficient. Minimizing range error also led to significant mismatches between the 
actual vehicle state at Final phase transition at and the state at the top of the reference 
trajectory. 
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This thesis will attempt to minimize these large mismatches by the appropriate 
design and selection of reference trajectories such that the transition to Final phase is as 
precise and smooth as possible. By observing transition state conditions over a range of 
trajectories, it should be possible to design references whose initial values more closely 
match those conditions. The method and timing by which reference trajectories are 
selected will also be investigated to improve the accuracy with which the vehicle is 
guided toward the Final phase. 
5.5 Design Philosophy and Objectives 
A unique design philosophy helped to guide the development of the algorithm in 
this thesis. First is the idea that added algorithm complexity must also be accompanied by 
a corresponding level of increased capability. Whenever possible, implementing a 
simpler solution is a more efficient, elegant, and preferred approach. Second, an effort 
should be made to minimize the amount of open-loop guidance in the algorithm. As 
much time as possible should be spent actively guiding the vehicle to the target. Next, the 
PredGuid algorithm should take full advantage of the its numeric predictor-corrector. 
Increased computing power may be used to reduce reliance on heuristics and analytical 
estimates. Finally, increased capability and robustness beyond the assumed program 
requirements allows for more mission flexibility and longevity of the algorithm. 
Additional requirements or constraints may be added in the future, and the ability for the 
algorithm to take those changes in stride is of value. 
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To accomplish the overall goal of increasing the capability of the PredGuid 
algorithm, several individual objectives served to focus the research performed for this 
thesis. The main objectives that this thesis set out to accomplish were: 
1. Classify the trajectory type as early as possible during entry. 
2. Develop a simple and robust method for determining the correct time to transition 
to the NPC. 
3. Improve the short-range performance of the PredGuid algorithm through a more 
concise method than the EMT algorithm implementation. 
4. Improve the design and selection process of Final phase reference trajectories in 
combination with accurate targeting to improve performance in the Final phase. 
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6 Enhanced PredGuid Algorithm 
6.1 Overview 
Using the Vanilla PredGuid entry guidance algorithm as the baseline, several 
modifications are made to PredGuid with the goal of improving performance and 
robustness. Modifications are made in four major areas: Up Control phase transition, 
short-range entry logic, Final phase reference trajectory selection and design, and 
trajectory classification boundaries. Individual improvements in these areas are made by 
observing the performance and behavior of the algorithm and making incremental 
changes to address issues. 
6.2 Up Control Transition 
One question to be addressed in the attempt to improve the PredGuid algorithm is 
the proper time to transition to the Up Control phase and NPC control for skip entry 
scenarios. The EMT algorithm selected the transition time by designating a desired L/D 
command at atmospheric exit. This allowed some flexibility in shaping skip trajectories 
but also lead to problems finding a solution with some low L/D cases. A simpler and 
more robust solution is desired. 
6.2.1 Transition Envelope 
First, to observe the effect of different Up Control transition times on the behavior 
of the PredGuid algorithm and the NPC in particular, sweeps of transition time are 
conducted. The goal in performing these sweeps is to identify early and late transition 
boundaries to define an envelope of acceptable performance. The algorithm is forced to 
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transition from Initial Roll to Up Control at specified times after EI, the first trajectory 
with Up Control starting at time equal to 0 seconds and subsequent tests transitioning at 1 
second intervals. Prior to the transition, all trajectories fly the original Vanilla PredGuid 
Initial Roll phase with a constant bank angle of 15 degrees, causing the trajectories with 
later transition times to skip higher and higher out of the atmosphere. The transition time 
is increased for each trajectory until the prolonged period of lift up caused the vehicle to 
skip out of the atmosphere. A landing accuracy plot for a long-range 8890 km target 
landing site using a vehicle with a nominal L/D of 0.27 can be seen in Figure 6-1. 
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In this particular case, the algorithm accurately guides the vehicle to the landing site for 
transition times of up to about 100 seconds after EI, at which point accuracy deteriorates 
very quickly and skip-outs begin to occur. In Figure 6-1, transition times for up to 130 
seconds are tested, but skip-outs are not plotted. This indicates a very abrupt skip-out 
boundary. Similar sweeps are conducted for different target ranges and vehicle L/Ds of 
0.20, 0.27, and 0.34. Maximum transition times before skip-outs start to occur for these 
L/Ds at three different test ranges are shown in Figure 6-2. 
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All tests show similar results, with accuracy quickly declining and leading to skip-out if 
the transition time exceeds about 80 seconds. Monte Carlo sets of 200 samples with a 
nominal vehicle L/D of 0.27 are run near the maximum transition times for each target 
range to confirm the nominal behavior. The accuracy results for the mid-range 4630 km 
target landing site can be found in Figure 6-3. 
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The Monte Carlo results mirror the nominal results and suggest that the likelihood of skip 
out and/or missing the target increases rapidly for transition times greater than 94 seconds 
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after EI for this particular range. Other ranges yield similar results, with the late transition 
skip-out boundary varying between 85 and 105 seconds after EI. 
Identifying the early transition boundary is not straight forward. Rather, since all 
of the trajectories that transitioned on the early side are able to make the target, other 
factors need to be considered. For trajectories transitioning to Up Control and the NPC 
high in the atmosphere, one of the major issues is estimation of both the atmospheric 
density and the vehicle L/D. The NPC relies heavily on these estimates to accurately 
command bank angles for the vehicle to reach the target. Due to the highly volatile and 
uncertain nature of the upper atmosphere, the estimators in PredGuid do not activate until 
the vehicle reaches the sensible atmosphere, defined as when the aerodynamic drag 
increases to above 0.2 g, which usually occurs at between 35 and 40 seconds after EI. 
Prior to this time, the estimated parameters remain at their nominal values and do not 
accurately reflect the current environment. This is a major concern, since the predictor 
assumes that both the density bias factor and the vehicle L/D are constant over the entire 
projected trajectory. If these estimates are inaccurate, the NPC will give bank commands 
that are incorrect. Thus, the time at which the NPC is first able to receive valid estimates 
of both density and L/D is a logical definition for the early boundary for transitioning to 
Up Control. 
To identify the point at which the estimates become valid, the behavior of those 
estimates for the various transition time sweeps are observed. Filtered and unfiltered 
estimates of density bias and vehicle L/D for the 4630 km test range plotted against 
sensed aerodynamic drag can be found in Figure 6-4. 
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From this data, it appears that both estimates seem to "settle down" and become more 
reasonable after the vehicle gets deep enough into the atmosphere. Prior to this, estimates 
are erratic and incorrect. Using them may lead to incorrect bank commands, wasting RCS 
propellant. The majority of the estimates shown become more reasonable once the total 
drag increases to greater than 1.0 g. A method might be developed for determining when 
the signal for each individual trajectory's estimates settled down enough, but for 
simplicity, the 1.0 g drag value is identified as the early transition boundary. 
6.2.2 Initial Roll Bank Command 
The original Initial Roll bank command of 15 degrees is left unchanged because 
initially flying full lift up preserves energy for long range targets, which is especially 
important if the vehicle has a lower L/D. Alternate initial bank angles of 45, 90 and 165 
degrees are tested, with both the neutral and lift down initial command cases having 
problems reaching even a mid-range skip target if transition occurred after 70 seconds. 
An accuracy plot for the 90 degree sweep test showing these undershoots can be seen in 
Figure 6-5. 
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The 45 degree initial bank test is accurate at mid ranges but came up short for longer 
ranges if the transition time is too late. Therefore, to preserve long range capability and 
maintain a relatively wide transition envelope, the 15 degree lift-up orientation is kept. 
6.2.3 The Best Time to Transition 
As a result of the sweeps, the viable envelope for transitioning to Up Control is 
determined to be any time after vehicle drag increased to more than 1.0 g and before 
reaching the conservative skip-out boundary of about 85 seconds after EI. This envelope 
covers the expected vehicle L/Ds and target ranges. With the Up Control transition 
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envelope defined, the next question to answer becomes "When is the best time to 
transition within the envelope?" 
The late boundary results indicate that staying in an unguided full lift up state for 
too long is detrimental to the ability of the NPC to accurately steer to the target and the 
skip-out boundary is very sudden. Flying for extended periods at lift up before allowing 
the NPC to steer also reduces the algorithm's capability to accurately fly shorter range 
loft trajectories. Such cases might be forced to saturate lift down and violate HSIR to 
shorten their trajectory enough to reach the target after flying lift up for too long. Finally, 
allowing the NPC to spend more time actively steering the vehicle is preferable to 
extended periods of open-loop control in Initial Roll, as the NPC can respond to changing 
environmental conditions along the trajectory and choose the best bank command to 
arrive at the target. 
As such, to avoid skipping out, preserve short-range capability, and maximize the 
use of the NPC in steering the vehicle, the most practical time to transition to Up Control 
from Initial Roll is as early as possible once atmospheric estimates are reasonable. Thus, 
the condition for transition to Up Control is chosen to be when drag increases to greater 
than 1.0 g, in most cases occurring between 50 and 60 seconds after EI. Using this 
transition condition is significantly less complicated than the PredGuid-EMT method, 
and eliminates the possibility of not finding a solution to the transition time problem. 
6.3 Short-Range Entry Methodology 
Two separate approaches are taken as possible solutions to improving the short-
range capability of PredGuid. The first approach consists of completely eliminating the 
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energy management portion of the algorithm (HUNTEST and constant drag). In this 
NPC-only method, Initial Roll always transitions directly to Up Control, and the NPC is 
responsible for steering the vehicle prior to Final phase for all target ranges. The second 
approach involves implementing a modified version of the variable constant drag method 
utilized by the EMT algorithm in a new energy management portion of the algorithm. 
Both methods remove the HUNTEST phase entirely, eliminating the empirical equations 
and heuristics it uses. Both methods utilize multiple Final phase reference trajectories, 
with selection based on the predicted drag level at the beginning of Final phase. 
Reference trajectories and selection logic are discussed in Section 6.4. 
6.3.1 NPC Only Approach 
The reason for including an energy management segment for short-range targets, 
even after adding an NPC with the Vanilla PredGuid algorithm, is that those kinds of 
entries require the vehicle to shed an enormous amount of energy in a very short time. In 
the past, the most efficient and robust way of doing this was considered to be the 
utilization of an energy management method such as the constant drag technique utilized 
by the Apollo and subsequent PredGuid algorithms. Constant drag in particular was 
selected for the Apollo algorithm because of its low total heat load and simplicity [28]. 
Also, NPCs proved themselves to be relatively unstable when tasked with generating 
commands for very short target ranges due to the high level of vehicle sensitivity to 
changes in bank at lunar return velocities[8]. Solving the constant-bank range problem 
for very short ranges sometimes proved difficult. As a result, it was more prudent to fly a 
constant drag, variable bank profile instead. However, if the NPC could perform 
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adequately for very short-range trajectories, PredGuid would only have to utilize one 
guidance method for all target ranges, reducing the size and complexity of the algorithm. 
Thus, the NPC is modified to determine if NPC control was feasible for short ranges. 
A test case with a target range of 2000 km is initially chosen to observe the 
capability of the NPC Only algorithm for short ranges. To use the NPC for all ranges, the 
HUNTEST phase is eliminated and the algorithm is made to transition directly from 
Initial Roll to Up Control at 1 g. At first, only the original Final phase reference is 
utilized for all trajectories. Surprisingly, in a small 200 case set of Monte Carlo runs, the 
landing accuracy of the algorithm is very good (Figure 6-6). 
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However, it is also observed that the NPC was struggling during the Up Control 
phase to find a solution to the constant bank angle problem. Very often, the NPC is 
unable to bring the predicted miss distance within the tolerance in the allotted iterations. 
The corrector is not sensitive enough and bounces back and forth between bank angle 
guesses that cause predicted trajectories to be classified as either crashes or escapes, 
preventing any interpolation. An illustration of this undesirable behavior for the same 200 
Monte Carlo runs can be found in Figure 6-7. 
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The first guidance cycle that calls the NPC is allowed 20 iterations to find a solution, 
with subsequent calls allowed 10 iterations. This limit is reached for the majority of NPC 
calls for most of the 200 trajectories. Many of the miss distances shown in the bottom 
figure are extremely large negative numbers, indicating that those trajectories were 
determined to be crashes (since any crash is set to a range traveled of negative infinity). 
Even though the landing accuracies of these trajectories are all acceptable, such NPC 
behavior is not because it causes erratic bank commands. 
The true effect of these erratic bank commands is not transferred to the vehicle 
because there is a lag associated with the RCS thrusters physically rotating the vehicle to 
the commanded bank. The failure to find a solution combined with this lag results in the 
NPC "stumbling" upon a bank profile that gets the vehicle close enough for the Final 
phase to pick up the slack. Even so, guidance is not accurately and deliberately steering 
the vehicle during NPC targeting. As such, several modifications are made to the NPC to 
increase its sensitivity for short ranges. Since the longer distance skips do not experience 
issues with the NPC, all of the modifications are only applied to trajectories classified as 
direct and loft trajectories to preserve the already acceptable performance for skip 
trajectories. 
Several changes are made to the predictor part of the NPC (see Section 4.2.2 for 
details on the unmodified version). One of the conditions for terminating the predictor 
integration is that a loft or skip must have occurred. This condition translates to when the 
drag falls below the Ballistic phase transition drag or the altitude rate is positive. Since 
short-range direct entries do not skip, this condition is rarely met and propagation 
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continues until the predicted trajectory impacts the surface. Therefore, the positive 
altitude rate condition is replaced with a requirement that the flight-path angle shallows 
out to greater than 80% of the Final phase transition flight-path angle. For the current 
transition flight-path angle of -0.50 degrees, 80% translates to -0.40 degrees. This allows 
the predictor to terminate at the Final phase transition conditions for trajectories that level 
out but do not loft instead of counting them as crashes. 
A new integration termination condition is also added to prevent the predictor 
from propagating all the way to "crash" trajectories. This change was made to facilitate 
the addition of multiple Final phase reference trajectories, which will be discussed in 
Section 6.4. If the "skip started" flag is never set and the predicted velocity falls below 
the velocity at the top of the direct entry Final phase reference trajectories, then 
integration is terminated. This additional condition does not affect the termination points 
for loft or skip trajectories and is illustrated in Figure 6-8. 
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The pink shapes represent the conditions at which integration is terminated. Using the 
previous conditions, the far left red direct entry trajectory would have been propagated all 
the way to the ground. Terminating at the top of the direct entry reference allows the 
predictor to estimate the drag at beginning of Final phase. This drag is subsequently used 
to select an appropriate reference trajectory. Predicted trajectories that terminate in this 
way are still classified as crashes, but their range traveled is no longer set to negative 
infinity. 
Flags are also added inside the predictor to classify the trajectory type for that 
particular entry. This classification process allows for slight modifications to be made to 
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how the NPC handles each type and occurs after predictor integration has terminated. 
Each predicted trajectory is evaluated by the criteria illustrated in Figure 6-9. 
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Figure 6-9: Trajectory Classification 
These classifications are used in both reference trajectory selection and in determining 
the appropriate miss distance tolerance for the NPC. In the original NPC, the miss 
distance tolerance is increased from 46 km (25 nmi) to 74 km (40 nmi) when the 
vehicle's velocity had decreased to 8107 m/s (26,600 ft/s) as the vehicle got closer to 
transitioning to Final phase. This is a holdover from the original aerocapture algorithm 
and was used to mitigate the NPC's trouble with predicting short ranges. It was found 
that if the miss tolerance is set to a constant 74 km for all direct and loft trajectories, 
instances of maximum iterations being reached are be reduced without negatively 
0-
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affecting landing accuracy. Therefore, if the NPC classifies a trajectory as direct or loft, 
the miss tolerance is always set to 74 km. 
As part of total range estimation, the predictor calculates a Final phase range 
estimate using the vehicle state at integration termination. In the previous PredGuid 
algorithm, the initial Final phase range estimate is made using a predicted vehicle state 
provided by HUNTEST. With the HUNTEST phase eliminated, this state estimate is no 
longer available for the first guidance cycle that calls NPC. Therefore, to provide realistic 
values, the Final phase range estimation states are initialized to the values at the top of 
the skip reference. As a result, the first estimate for the Final phase range is the nominal 
range of the skip trajectory. However, this initial estimate is not always the most 
accurate. To prevent the NPC using a bad estimate during the entire first call, a single 
recalculation of the estimate is allowed within the NPC. Originally, recalculation of the 
estimate only occurred outside of the NPC iteration loop. This remains true for all calls 
subsequent to the initial call. During the first call to the NPC, recalculation is allowed if 
both of the following are true: the previous miss distance is less than 1852 km (1000 
nmi), and the previous trajectory is not classified as an escape or a crash. Only one 
internal recalculation is allowed because more than that could result in the corrector using 
interpolation between bank command guesses that utilized different Final phase range 
estimates. A functional block diagram can be found in Figure 6-10. 
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To mirror the integration termination changes made to the predictor, the transition 
criteria from the Up Control phase to Final phase are also modified slightly. At the end of 
propagating a trajectory forward to the beginning of Final phase, the NPC records the 
predicted velocity at the transition. In Vanilla PredGuid, to pass from Up Control directly 
to Final (as in a loft trajectory), the altitude rate has to be negative and the velocity needs 
to fall below the predicted transition velocity plus a 153 m/s (500 ft/s) bias. In an effort to 
match the integration termination conditions inside the NPC, the same -0.5 degree flight-
path angle requirement is added for phase transition. 
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Modifications are also made to the corrector portion of the NPC. Before it adjusts 
the bank command, the corrector first characterizes the predicted trajectory. The 
aerocapture heritage of the NPC makes some of the characterization methods 
inappropriate for entry applications. One example is that escape trajectories (skip-outs) 
are considered to be "good" trajectories eligible for interpolation or extrapolation if the 
number of good trajectories is two or greater. However, in the predictor, if a trajectory 
escapes, its range traveled is set to infinity. Therefore, it is possible for the NPC to 
interpolate between a captured trajectory with a valid range traveled and an escape 
trajectory whose range is infinity, resulting in a very inaccurate next guess. Repeated use 
of the escaped trajectory for interpolation can quickly lead to the NPC reaching the 
maximum allowed iterations. Therefore, a change is made not to count escapes as good 
trajectories. 
A similar change is made with respect to crash/undershoot trajectories. Originally, 
a crash trajectory would increment the number of low trajectories. However, if any other 
trajectory missed high, the trajectory would then be classified as "bracketed" and 
interpolation would be used, even though the crash was not necessarily a good captured 
trajectory. Even though the range traveled for crashes is no longer set to negative infinity, 
the integration termination conditions would be different than loft and skips. Interpolation 
would therefore be inaccurate. To prevent this, a change is made so that crashes were no 
longer characterized as "low" trajectories. 
The only modification to the correction methods inside the corrector is made to 
the marching method used when there are fewer than two good captured trajectories to 
use. First, a change is made to ensure that the corrector always marches in the proper 
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direction. Originally, the corrector would always march more lift up for its initial 
correction, regardless of whether the previous trajectory missed long or short. This 
usually wastes an NPC iteration. Therefore, the marching logic is modified to always 
march more lift down if the previous trajectory missed long and more lift up if it missed 
short. Still, this does not always eliminate issues with the marching method. For very 
short-range trajectories, corrector sensitivity is critical because even a small change in the 
bank guess can cause the predicted trajectory to be within tolerance or not. The original 
marching increment was 10 degrees during the first call to the NPC. Unfortunately, 
sometimes this increment is too large. It sometimes causes bouncing back and forth 
between two bank guesses, resulting in reaching the maximum iterations. To eliminate 
this problem, the marching increment is reduced from 10 degrees to 3 degrees if the sign 
of the miss distance ever changes. A change in the sign of the miss distance indicates that 
the solution is located between the two previous guesses. Just as in the unmodified NPC, 
subsequent calls the NPC use a marching increment of 3 degrees as well. Figure 6-11 
shows a functional block diagram of the modified corrector logic. 
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Figure 6-11: Corrector Characterization and Marching Logic 
With these modifications to the NPC, the number of guidance cycles during Up 
Control that reach the maximum iterations without finding a solution is drastically 
reduced for short-range entry cases. Figure 6-12 shows the NPC performance of 3000 
Monte Carlo cases after the NPC modifications for a nominal target range of 2000 km. 
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Figure 6-12: Modified NPC Performance, 2000 km 
As a comparison to the 200 case Monte Carlo data from Figure 6-7, hardly any calls to 
the NPC ever reach the maximum 10 iterations, with the exception of a few calls at 
around 120 seconds after EI. Even so, the miss distances are not as large as they used to 
be and are immediately corrected. After implementing reference selection (discussed in 
Section 6.4), the improved performance is also attained for a variety of short ranges. 
Figure 6-13 shows the nominal NPC performance of a sweep of ranges from 1500 km to 
4500 km in increments of 100 km. 
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Figure 6-13: Nominal NPC Performance, 1500-4500 km 
The nominal NPC performance is very good for these short-range cases and much better 
than before the modifications were made. The nominal landing accuracy is not negatively 
affected and meets requirements for all except the 1500 km (810 nmi) case, the shortest 
range tested, as seen in Figure 6-14. 
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6.3.2 Modified Energy Management Approach 
A new energy management approach is also developed as a possible solution for 
short-range entries. It utilizes a modified version of the PredGuid-EMT energy 
management portion. Just like EMT, the Modified Energy Management (MEM) method 
includes trajectory classification, peak drag modulation, a constant drag segment, and 
reference trajectory selection. The Initial Roll phase from Vanilla PredGuid is augmented 
to incorporate these changes. The HUNTEST phase is eliminated, similar to the NPC 
Only approach. 
From EI to the edge of the sensible atmosphere where drag reaches 0.2 g, the 
MEM Initial Roll phase commands full lift up to shallow the descent of the vehicle. This 
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is the same for all versions of the algorithm that have been discussed thus far. At 0.2 g, 
the atmospheric estimators activate and trajectory classification begins. Using the same 
process as the EMT algorithm (described in Section 4.3.1), the MEM algorithm predicts 
the longest possible direct entry and compares it against the total range to target for the 
vehicle. If this range is greater than the range to target, the trajectory is classified as a 
direct entry. If not, it is classified as a loft/skip entry. Trajectory classification continues 
each guidance cycle until drag increases to 1.0 g, during which time the vehicle maintains 
a full lift up bank orientation. To prevent excessive switching between direct and 
loft/skip, the trajectory is permanently classified as a loft/skip if it switches more than 
five times. 
At 1.0 g, trajectories classified as loft/skips transition from Initial Roll to the Up 
Control phase as described in Section 6.2. If the trajectory is a direct entry, it enters the 
peak drag modulation portion of energy management prior to flying a Constant Drag 
segment. During this portion, the algorithm iterates on bank angle to determine the 
correct constant drag value to fly to minimize predicted range error. Similar to the EMT 
algorithm (see Section 4.3.1), the MEM approach uses the current bank command to 
propagate forward to peak drag and records the predicted range and peak drag level. It 
then calculates the constant drag range, using Miller's analytic approximation. 
The appropriate Final phase reference trajectory is then selected based on the 
constant drag level. The reference selection process is discussed in detail in Section 6.4.2. 
Dynamically selecting the reference within Initial Roll is significantly different from the 
EMT process, which chooses its reference in the Targeting subroutine at the beginning of 
each guidance cycle. In EMT, the same reference is used for the entire guidance cycle, 
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regardless of whether or not the predicted peak drag value changes across iterations. 
Dynamically selecting a reference that corresponds to the predicted peak drag on each 
iteration allows the MEM algorithm to accurately estimate the Final phase range for a 
wide range of peak drag values. 
The Final range is then estimated using the selected reference. The Final range is 
added to the NPC-propagated range and the analytical Constant Drag range (see Figure 
4-7 in Section 4.3.1). This predicted direct entry range is then compared to the current 
range to target. If the prediction overshoots the target, the bank guess is incremented 
more lift down. If the prediction undershoots, the bank guess is incremented more lift up. 
The initial bank increment corresponds to a 10% change in the commanded L/D of the 
vehicle. If the miss distance changes sign, but is still not within the tolerance, the bank 
increment is reduced by half. This process continues until either the predicted miss 
distance is within tolerance, the iteration limit is reached, or the bank guess saturates full 
lift up or down. A functional block diagram of the peak drag modulation iterative process 
is shown in Figure 6-15. 
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Figure 6-15: MEM Peak Drag Modulation 
Once an acceptable bank angle is found, Initial Roll outputs the command, and 
the predicted peak drag level is recorded. The peak drag modulation portion continues 
until the predicted peak drag value is reached. At this point, Initial Roll sets the peak drag 
flag and the algorithm proceeds directly to Constant Drag where it attempts to fly a 
constant drag profile until the vehicle velocity falls below the Final phase transition 
velocity of 7315 m/s (24,000 ft/s). The transition to Constant Drag is made at peak drag 
because Miller found that doing so minimizes the initial reference altitude rate error for 
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the Constant Drag controller [27]. The algorithm then transitions to Final phase and steers 
to the target using the selected reference trajectory until terminal phase. 
The nominal landing accuracy performance of the MEM approach is acceptable 
for very short ranges, but at target ranges beyond about 1850 km, the trajectory 
classification logic determines that the target range is too great for direct entry and that 
the vehicle should pass through Up Control as a skip/loft entry instead. Figure 6-16 
shows the landing accuracy of the MEM method for short ranges. 
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Figure 6-16: MEM Nominal Landing Accuracy 
The longest range possible using the MEM direct entry method of 1850 km does not 
overlap with the shortest range capability of the unmodified NPC of about 2400 km. 
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While the trajectories that pass through Up Control and utilize the NPC have acceptable 
accuracy, they experience the same NPC instabilities illustrated in Section 6.3.1 by the 
unmodified NPC. Nominal HSIR performance for the MEM approach does not meet 
requirements, with all trajectories utilizing energy management causing violations 
(Figure 6-17). The only cases without violations are the NPC trajectories with erratic 
bank commands (blue lines). 
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Figure 6-17: MEM Nominal HSIR Performance 
Several different sets Final phase reference trajectories with different initial conditions 
are tested to try and match Final phase transitions in an attempt to reduce the number of 
HSIR violations. However, even after extensive testing, the HSIR performance could not 
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be improved. This may suggest that a variable constant drag energy management scheme 
like the one implemented in both the MEM method and PredGuid EMT is not appropriate 
for the lower L/DCEV. 
These nominal results indicate that even if the MEM approach were implemented, 
the changes the NPC detailed in Section 6.3.1 would also have to be implemented to 
provide adequate performance for all required target ranges. Also, any gains in accuracy 
at very short ranges are rendered useless if HSIR compliance could not be achieved. 
Finally, the MEM approach does not by itself improve performance for ranges within the 
CEV assumed range requirement of 2400 km to 8890 km. Therefore, it is purely a tool 
for potentially adding capability above and beyond the required target ranges and would 
not be necessary in the assumed mission architecture. The Monte Carlo performance of 
the MEM approach for short-range entries is discussed in Chapter 7. 
6.4 Final Phase Reference Trajectory Design and Selection 
Like the EMT algorithm, both the NPC Only and Modified Energy Management 
variants of the new algorithm experience a wide range of drag levels at the transition to 
Final phase for short-range entries. It is important to match the vehicle state as closely as 
possible at the beginning of Final phase to minimize control saturation and high g loads 
during that portion of flight and maintain margin during Final phase. In an effort to best 
match these transition conditions, additional reference trajectories are needed to 
correspond to the different possible drag levels and other vehicle states at Final phase 
start. Similar to EMT, the addition of multiple reference trajectories also necessitates a 
method for correctly selecting the appropriate reference. 
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6.4.1 Reference Design 
By choosing a combination of initial drag level, flight-path angle (FPA), velocity, 
and L/D fraction, different types of reference trajectory profiles can be generated using 
the process described in Section 4.1.6. In designing references for both short-range entry 
methodologies, a set of expected drag levels is selected for each. Then, using the 
references from the EMT algorithm as a starting point, values for FPA, velocity, and L/D 
fraction are assigned. References are generated using these initial values. Finally, a wide 
variety of target ranges are tested under nominal conditions using these references and 
the vehicle state conditions at Final phase transition are observed. An example of typical 
transition conditions as a function of target range for the NPC Only algorithm during this 
process is shown in Figure 6-18. 
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Figure 6-18: NPC Only Final Phase Transition Conditions 
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The controller in Final phase uses the error between the current vehicle state and a 
stored reference trajectory to calculate appropriate commands. Therefore, to minimize 
extreme steering commands that may cause control saturation and higher g loads during 
this phase, it is important to match the vehicle state at the transition to Final phase as 
closely as possible to the beginning of the reference trajectory. Both the initial Final 
phase state error and the error along the trajectory are used extensively in reference 
trajectory design, with minimizing those errors as the goal. The Figure 6-19 and Figure 
6-20 are two representations of these state errors, measured in the range correction 
required by the Final phase controller due errors in drag, altitude rate, or range to target. 
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Figure 6-19 shows initial corrections to state errors in drag and altitude rate as well as the 
total error. Minimizing these values over a wide variety of target ranges would be the 
result of good Final phase targeting and reference design. Figure 6-20 shows how the 
Final phase works to reduce the initial errors over the course of following the reference 
trajectory. Small initial errors are desirable because they are easily and quickly corrected. 
These observations are used to make adjustments to the individual references to 
more accurately mirror the actual transition conditions and minimize state errors at the 
transition. This process is repeated as needed to match transition conditions as well as 
possible. Separate references are added for mid-range lofts and the longer range skip 
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trajectories for the NPC Only version of the algorithm. Both transition at the same drag 
level, but the transition velocity increases with target range. This is due to the fact that 
vehicle must maintain a higher energy level to reach longer range targets. Therefore, the 
skip reference is designed with a higher initial velocity for longer target ranges. Due to 
accuracy issues at the loft/skip boundary (discussed in Section 6.5.1), the transition drag 
from Ballistic to Final phase is increased to 0.388 g from the original value of 0.2 g. As a 
result, the initial drag for the skip references for both methodologies is set at 0.4 g. 
The initial velocity for the loft-specific reference lies in between that of the skip 
and higher drag references to bridge the gap. The resulting initial conditions for the 
reference trajectories utilized by each method can be found in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2. 
PredGuid utilizes English units internally, and as such, velocity is shown in ft/s. 
Table 6.1: NPC Only Final Phase Reference Trajectory Initial Conditions 
Reference Index 
Skip 14 
LoftO 
Direct 1 
Direct 2 
Direct 3 
Direct 4 
Direct 5 
Direct 6 
Direct 7 
Direct 8 
Direct 9 
Direct 10 
Direct 11 
Direct 12 
Direct 13 
Drag (g) 
0.4 
0.4 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
4.5 
5.0 
5.5 
6.0 
6.5 
7.0 
FPA (deg) 
-1.6 
-1.6 
-1.0 
-1.0 
-1.0 
-1.0 
-1.0 
-1.0 
-1.0 
-1.0 
-1.0 
-1.0 
-1.0 
-1.0 
-1.0 
Velocity (ft/s) 
25,000 
22,000 
20,000 
20,000 
20,000 
20,000 
20,000 
20,000 
20,000 
20,000 
20,000 
20,000 
20,000 
20,000 
20,000 
L/D Fraction 
0.6 
0.6 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
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Table 6.2: MEM Final Phase Reference Trajectory Initial Conditions 
Reference Index 
Skip 12 
Direct 1 
Direct 2 
Direct 3 
Direct 4 
Direct 5 
Direct 6 
Direct 7 
Direct 8 
Direct 9 
Direct 10 
Direct 11 
Drag (g) 
0.4 
6.0 
6.5 
7.0 
7.5 
8.0 
8.5 
9.0 
9.5 
10.0 
11.0 
12.0 
FPA (deg) 
-1.6 
-1.0 
-1.0 
-1.0 
-1.0 
-1.6 
-1.6 
-1.6 
-1.6 
-3.0 
-3.0 
-3.0 
Velocity (ft/s) 
25,000 
24,000 
24,000 
24,000 
24,000 
24,000 
24,000 
24,000 
24,000 
24,000 
24,000 
24,000 
L/D Fraction 
0.6 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
6.4.2 Reference Selection 
Both short-range methodologies select the proper reference trajectory for a given 
trajectory based on the predicted drag level at the beginning of Final phase. This is 
different from the EMT algorithm, which selects references by minimizing range error. 
Drag is chosen as the parameter for selection because it is the vehicle state that varies 
most widely at transition over the variety of target ranges. It is also convenient to utilize a 
single dimension for selection without having to compute estimated range for all the 
possible reference trajectories. Selection of the appropriate reference is made by 
comparing the predicted drag level to the drag at the top of each possible trajectory. The 
reference that has the smallest initial drag error is selected and used to estimate the Final 
phase range during that guidance cycle as well as guide the vehicle during Final phase. 
In the NPC Only approach, the reference is initialized to the long range skip 
reference trajectory. This selection is subsequently updated after the NPC is able to 
predict the drag at Final transition. This prediction comes from the conditions at the NPC 
integration termination. Unlike PredGuid-EMT, which selects references in the Targeting 
subroutine, NPC Only approach dynamically selects a reference immediately after the 
NPC finishes iterating. The trajectory classification accomplished by the NPC also plays 
into reference selection by differentiating between using the loft reference or the skip 
reference, even though they both start on the same drag level. If classified as a skip, the 
skip reference is always selected. Shorter target ranges yield a higher Final phase 
transition drag level, and as a result, direct entry reference trajectories with 
correspondingly higher initial drag levels are selected. An illustration of how different 
references are selected on drag level for different target ranges in the NPC Only 
algorithm under nominal conditions is shown in Figure 6-21. The reference trajectory 
numbers correspond to the reference trajectories listed in Table 6.1. 
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For the MEM algorithm, there is a distinction between direct and loft/skip 
reference selection. If a trajectory is classified as a loft or skip, the long range skip 
reference is always selected and the algorithm will pass through Up Control. However, if 
the trajectory is determined to be within the capability of the energy management portion, 
a particular direct entry reference trajectory is selected based on drag level. The predicted 
transition drag for these short-range entries is the same as the constant drag value selected 
in Initial Roll prior to flying the constant drag profile. During the peak drag modulation 
segment prior to Constant Drag, the reference trajectory is updated every iteration to 
correspond to the various constant drag level guesses. Once an appropriate drag value is 
selected and Constant Drag starts, the reference is locked in and is not allowed to change 
for the remainder of the trajectory. For both direct entry methodologies, selecting 
reference trajectories on drag allows accurate estimation of Final phase range and 
minimizes state discontinuities at phase transition. 
6.5 Trajectory Classification Boundaries 
Both versions of the Enhanced PredGuid algorithm treat entries of varying target 
ranges differently depending on whether they are classified as direct, loft or skip. 
Trajectories that lie on the boundary between direct/loft or loft/skip sometimes cause 
problems for the algorithm. 
6.5.1 Loft/Skip 
During initial nominal range sweeps with the Vanilla PredGuid algorithm to test 
current capability, accuracy problems are observed in trajectories that are on the 
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boundary between loft and skip. These misses can be observed around 3500 km in Figure 
6-22. 
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Figure 6-22: Vanilla PredGuid Accuracy Problems at Loft/Skip Boundary 
These accuracy issues also appear in both versions of the modified algorithm, as the 
guidance logic for Vanilla PredGuid and both variants is essentially the same for longer 
range lofts and skips. It was discovered that the problem trajectories are skimming along 
the edge of the atmosphere, spending a significant amount of time near the Ballistic phase 
transition drag level of 6 ft/s (0.186 g) but not crossing it. In this flight regime, the 
atmosphere is unpredictable and control authority is minimal. As a result, the vehicle 
transitions from Up Control to Final phase at a volatile state at almost the apex of the 
I l l 
trajectory's loft at 6.5 ft/s (0.2 g). However, slightly longer range trajectories that pass 
into the Ballistic phase do not experience these problems. To force the problem cases to 
also pass through the Ballistic phase, the transition drag level is increased to 12 ft/s 
(0.373 g). This in turn increases the transition drag to Final phase from Up Control or 
Ballistic to 12.5 ft/s (0.388 g). By passing through Ballistic and transitioning at a higher 
drag level, the problem trajectories are able to have steeper flight-path angles and 
transition to Final phase at a less volatile state. The trajectories on the new loft/skip 
boundary do not experience the same problems as earlier, as they also transition at a 
higher drag level. 
Increasing the Ballistic transition drag level improves the accuracy of both 
versions of the modified algorithm. A nominal range sweep plot of landing accuracy for 
the NPC Only variant can be seen in Figure 6-23, with no issues near 3500 km. The 
change to the Ballistic transition drag level also does not have any negative effect on any 
of the other target ranges. 
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Figure 6-23: NPC Only Nominal Landing Accuracy at Loft/Skip Boundary 
6.5.2 Direct/Loft 
In Monte Carlo and parameter sweep tests of the NPC Only algorithm, erratic 
bank commands and HSIR violations are observed on the boundary between those entry 
cases that select the lowest drag direct entry reference trajectory and those that select the 
loft reference. Trajectories at these target ranges predict transition drag levels between 
the 0.4 g loft and 1.0 g direct reference trajectories. Slight changes to the bank angle by 
the NPC push the prediction closer to one value or the other, causing an oscillation 
between the two references just prior to Final phase. An example of this undesirable 
behavior can be seen in Figure 6-24. 
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Figure 6-24: Final Phase Reference Selection at the Direct/Loft Boundary 
While the initial drag values for the two references are relatively similar, their velocities, 
flight-path angles, and L/D fractions are not. As a result, Final phase range estimates 
calculated using one or the other, even with very similar predicted transition conditions, 
are very different. Due to this predicted range difference, the NPC commands flip-
flopping bank commands as well. An example of these erratic commands is shown in 
Figure 6-25. 
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Figure 6-25: Bank Commands Caused by Reference Selection Problems 
In most cases, the inaccuracies at Final phase transition caused by these inconsistent bank 
commands could be corrected during Final phase. However, the inaccuracies also 
reduced margin, causing HSIR violations and saturation problems. Figure 6-26 shows of 
the HSIR performance of 3000 Monte Carlo cases for a target range of 3000 km, near the 
boundary. 
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Figure 6-26: HSIR Performance at the Direct/Loft Boundary 
In an attempt to eliminate the oscillation between the direct and loft reference 
trajectories and improve algorithm performance, a small modification is made to the 
reference selection logic. If the selector ever chooses the loft reference based on drag 
level, it is not allowed to switch away from that reference unless the trajectory is 
subsequently classified as a skip. If classified as a skip, the skip reference will be 
selected. This modification eliminates the flip-flopping and improves algorithm 
performance at the direct/loft reference trajectory boundary. The improved HSIR 
performance for the same 3000 km Monte Carlo set is shown in Figure 6-27. See Section 
7.2.1 for improvements in accuracy in nominal EI parameter sweeps. 
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Figure 6-27: Improved HSIR Performance at Direct/Loft Boundary 
The Modified Energy Management approach avoids the flip-flopping between trajectory 
types by limiting the number of type changes between loft/skip and direct to 5 (discussed 
in detail in Section 6.3.2). 
6.6 Summary 
Several modifications are made to the PredGuid algorithm to improve performance 
and address issues present in both the Vanilla PredGuid and PredGuid-EMT versions. Up 
Control transition timing, reference trajectory selection and design, and classification 
boundaries are investigated and appropriate changes are implemented and tested. Two 
different short-range guidance methods are developed to generate commands prior to the 
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Final phase. The first uses only the NPC to steer the vehicle and the other uses a modified 
version of the energy management method employed by PredGuid-EMT. Figure 6-28 and 
Figure 6-29 summarize the logic flow of each version of the new algorithm at a high 
level. Full functional block diagrams of both versions of the Enhanced PredGuid 
algorithm can be found in Appendix A. 
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Figure 6-28: Enhanced PredGuid Entry Guidance Logic (NPC Only) 
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Figure 6-29: Enhanced PredGuid Entry Guidance Logic (MEM) 
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7 Results 
Both the NPC Only and Modified Energy Management (MEM) versions of the 
Enhanced PredGuid algorithm are tested with a variety of methods. They are compared to 
each other as well as the previous Vanilla PredGuid and PredGuid-EMT algorithms. 
7.1 Monte Carlo Results 
Monte Carlo analysis is utilized to test the robustness of both the NPC Only and 
MEM versions of the Enhanced PredGuid algorithm to dispersed parameter values that 
may be encountered in during flight. Details on the Monte Carlo method and dispersions 
utilized in this analysis can be found in Section 2.6. Several ranges are tested using 1000-
sample Monte Carlo analyses to determine the range capability of the algorithm and 
compare it to the Vanilla PredGuid and PredGuid-EMT versions. Subsequently, the 
performance of the Enhanced algorithm is verified using 3000 samples for several target 
ranges of interest. The assumed nominal EI state parameters used for Monte Carlo 
analysis are shown in Table 2.1. 
Overall, the NPC Only algorithm shows acceptable performance for all target 
ranges between 2000 km (1080 nmi) and 10,000 km (5400 nmi), with the one exception 
of HSIR performance at 2000 km. The MEM algorithm suffers from limited application 
to ranges of 2000 km and shorter. Also, while nominal tests show acceptable accuracy at 
short-ranges, Monte Carlo results indicate non-compliance with other assumed 
requirements: the MEM algorithm exhibits poor g load performance and excessive 
saturation during the Final phase. 
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7.1.1 Short-Range Entry Using the MEM Algorithm 
The MEM version of Enhanced PredGuid implements a decision logic similar to 
PredGuid-EMT to classify the trajectory and determine whether or not it should pass 
through the energy management portion of the algorithm. Vanilla PredGuid uses 
empirical relationships in the HUNTEST phase to make the same classification. In this 
way, all three algorithms only utilize the energy management for those trajectories with 
target ranges classified as direct entries. A test is conducted with 1000-sample Monte 
Carlo analyses over a set of short nominal target ranges to determine how each of the 
algorithms classifies trajectories at those ranges. Figure 7-1 shows the percentage of the 
1000 trajectories at each target range that pass through the energy management portion of 
the three algorithms instead of passing through Up Control and using the NPC. 
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Figure 7-1: Energy Management Usage for Short-range Entries 
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Immediately evident is the previously observed problem with the trajectory classification 
in PredGuid-EMT. Some trajectories at both 1500 km and 1600 km are erroneously 
classified as loft/skips and do not pass through energy management like they should. The 
MEM algorithm eliminates this issue, but only uses energy management for ranges 
shorter than 2100 km, with a significant portion of trajectories utilizing the NPC at both 
2000 km and 1900 km. This is a significantly smaller direct entry envelope than Vanilla 
PredGuid, in which energy management is utilized for ranges up to 2300 km. 
The unmodified NPC is unstable at such short ranges. Figure 7-2 shows the 
average percentage of NPC calls that reach the maximum number of allowed iterations 
and/or fail to find a solution using the unmodified NPC with the MEM short-range entry 
methodology. 
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Figure 7-2: Unsuccessful NPC Calls for Unmodified NPC, 1000 MC 
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NPC performance may have implications for real-time status monitoring for the crew. 
Many times, it is possible to make the target even when the NPC struggles to find valid 
solutions within the predicted target tolerance. However, it would not inspire confidence 
in the crew if warning lights indicating a predicted miss turned on even intermittently 
during the flight. 
For the trajectories that the MEM approach classifies as loft/skips at target ranges 
between 1800 and 2400 km, the unmodified NPC struggles to find a solution to the 
constant bank problem. Therefore, all the modifications implemented in the NPC Only 
approach would also have to be added to the MEM methodology in order for it to be 
effective for target ranges beyond 1800 km. None of the algorithms shown utilize the 
energy management for nominal target ranges of 2400 km or longer, indicating that this 
entry method would not be used for any target ranges within the assumed mission 
requirement of 2400 km to 8890 km. As such, the MEM algorithm is only tested at target 
ranges between 1500 km and 2400 km. 
7.1.2 Touchdown Accuracy 
The assumed mission requirements state that the CEV must be able to land within 
10 km of the target landing site for target ranges from 2400 km to 8890 km. Range 
sweeps of 1000-sample Monte Carlo runs are conducted to determine the landing 
accuracy performance of both variants of Enhanced PredGuid compared to the two 
previous PredGuid algorithms. 
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7.1.2.1 NPCOnly 
The NPC Only version of the Enhanced PredGuid algorithm is tested over a range 
of 1600 km to 12,000 km to determine the limits of its accurate landing capability. Figure 
7-3 shows that the NPC Only version of the Enhanced algorithm has no accuracy 
violations between 2000 km and 10,000 km for 1000 Monte Carlo runs at each target 
range. Figure 7-4 is a zoomed in version of the same data. 
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Figure 7-3: NPC Only Touchdown Accuracy, 1000 MC 
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Figure 7-4: NPC Only Touchdown Accuracy, 1000 MC (zoomed) 
The blue boxes outline the middle 50% of the miss distances at each target range, with 
the red line indicating the mean of the data. The red + symbols indicate data points that 
are considered to be outliers and are more than 1.5 times the inner quartile range away 
from the top of the box. The NPC Only algorithm can accurately steer the vehicle to 
target ranges both shorter and longer than the required target ranges, with a downrange 
accuracy footprint size of approximately 8000 km. It also outperforms the two previous 
algorithms over the assumed required range capability of 2400 to 8890 km. Figure 7-5 
shows a comparison between the minimum, maximum, and average miss distances for 
each algorithm and illustrates the poor performance of the PredGuid-EMT algorithm. 
Figure 7-6 represents a zoomed in view to better show the miss distance performance of 
each algorithm with respect to the accuracy requirement. 
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Figure 7-5: NPC Only Miss Distance Comparison, 1000 MC 
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gure 7-6: NPC Only Miss Distance Comparison, 1000 MC (zoomed) 
PredGuid-EMT suffers from unacceptable landing accuracy at almost all tested ranges, 
and Vanilla PredGuid has accuracy issues at 2400 km. This range is on the boundary 
where Vanilla PredGuid starts to not utilize energy management. Figure 7-7 shows that 
about 5% of the Vanilla PredGuid trajectories miss the target for the 2400 km target 
range. 
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Figure 7-7: NPC Only Miss Percentage, 1000 MC 
To confirm the 1000 MC data, 3000 case Monte Carlo sets are completed for selected 
ranges. Once again no misses are recorded for the NPC Only algorithm between 2000 
and 10,000 km (shown in Figure 7-8). Average miss distance for all ranges is less than 2 
km(1.08nmi). 
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Figure 7-8: NPC Only Landing Accuracy, 3000 MC 
7.1.2.2 Modified Energy Management 
The MEM version of Enhanced PredGuid was also tested with 1000 Monte Carlo 
cases over a variety of ranges. Since the energy management portion of the algorithm is 
not used for longer target ranges, this entry methodology is only tested over the range of 
1500 km to 2400 km. Figure 7-9 and Figure 7-10 show the miss distance performance of 
the MEM algorithm. 
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Figure 7-10: MEM Miss Distance Comparison, 1000 MC (zoomed) 
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In the MEM data, some trajectories with target ranges between 1800 km to 2000 km and 
all trajectories between 2100 km to 2400 km use the unmodified NPC to steer prior to 
Final phase. While the accuracy at some of these ranges is within the tolerance, the 
trajectories exhibit undesirable behavior (as seen in Figure 7-2). Even with miss distances 
of up to about 200 km, the MEM short-range entry approach results fewer than 5% 
misses for target ranges 1700 km and longer (Figure 7-11). The maximum miss distance 
for all target ranges is also significantly less than the EMT algorithm. Unfortunately, for a 
1000 case Monte Carlo, only 1 miss is allowed by the accuracy requirement, and the 
MEM algorithm does not meet the requirement for any of the target ranges that cause 
trajectories to pass through energy management. 
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Figure 7-11: MEM Miss Percentage, 1000 MC 
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Since the MEM algorithm did not perform well enough to meet accuracy requirements 
for 1000 Monte Carlo cases, a test with 3000 cases is not conducted. 
7.1.3 g Loads 
Acceleration data is also recorded for the previously referenced Monte Carlo data 
of the two previous algorithms and both versions of Enhanced PredGuid. The assumed 
CEV mission requirement states that no HSIR violations are allowed for a 3000 case 
Monte Carlo trial. Although it is impossible to truly verify that 0% of trajectories would 
violate any given target range, no violations for 3000 Monte Carlo samples represents 
adequate performance 
7.1.3.1 NPCOnly 
The percentage of tested trajectories that violate HSIR is shown in Figure 7-12. 
The NPC Only variant of the Enhanced PredGuid algorithm shows no HSIR violations 
for ranges between 3000 and 10,000 km. However, two violations are recorded at the 
2400 km target range, which is within the assumed mission range requirement. 
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Figure 7-12: NPC Only HSIR Performance, 1000 MC 
The violations at 2400 km are just over the "green corner," at 4-5 g. The method used to 
calculate HSIR violations and generate Figure 7-13 does not take into account allowable 
recovery time for multi-peak deceleration profiles. Assuming that recovery time may be 
taken into account, these trajectories probably would not be considered true violations, as 
the time spent below 4 g between the two deceleration load peaks for most trajectories is 
at least 120 seconds (see Figure 7-14). 
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Figure 7-14: 2400 km Deceleration Time History, 1000 MC 
HSIR performance at 2000 km, shown in Figure 7-15, indicates that 247 trajectories 
experienced violations at that range. Violations at 2000 km for the NPC Only Enhanced 
algorithm were more pronounced, but may also not be violations, as most trajectories 
experienced nearly 60 seconds between the two deceleration load peaks (see Figure 
7-16). Figure 7-16 also shows two trajectories that performed a bank reversal by banking 
through the full lift-down orientation, resulting in elevated drag levels. The accuracy of 
these trajectories is not negatively affected. 
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Figure 7-15: 2000 km HSIR Performance, 1000 MC 
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Figure 7-16: 2000 km Deceleration Time History, 1000 MC 
Peak drag is also recorded for the 1000 sample Monte Carlo runs. In Figure 7-17, 
the NPC Only Enhanced algorithm shows much lower peak drag than the PredGuid-EMT 
for most ranges, and is comparable in performance to Vanilla PredGuid. Minimizing peak 
drag, while not required, is desirable because it reduces stress on the crew. 
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Figure 7-17: NPC Only Peak Drag Comparison, 1000 MC 
Performance of the NPC Only version of the Enhanced PredGuid algorithm is confirmed 
with 3000 Monte Carlo samples for select ranges. Once again, HSIR violations are 
present at both the 2000 km and 2400 km ranges (see Figure 7-18). As target ranges are 
made shorter, it becomes more difficult to satisfy HSIR requirements due to the large 
amount of energy that must be dissipated in a short time. 
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Figure 7-18: HSIR Performance, 3000 MC 
While the 2000 km target range meets the assumed landing accuracy requirement, it does 
not meet the assumed HSIR requirement. If recovery time were taken into account, 2400 
km would probably be able to satisfy both requirements. The violations at 2400 km were 
similar to those in the 1000 sample run and may not represent actual violations. 
Peak drag values are also recorded for the 3000 Monte Carlo cases. Figure 7-19 
shows histograms of peak drag values for each of the tested target ranges. For ranges 
below 3000 km, the majority of trajectories experience peak drag values were below 6 g. 
None of the tested target ranges have any trajectories with peak drag greater than 8.2 g. 
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Figure 7-19: Peak Drag, 3000 MC 
Keeping peak drag low helps to protect both the crew and the vehicle. Also, for the mid 
to long range cases, the absence of excessive peak drag values indicates that the guidance 
algorithm never had to make massive corrections by flying full lift down for extended 
periods of time. The results are as expected, with lower peak drag for longer ranges and 
higher peak drag for short ranges that need to dissipate energy more quickly. 
7.1.3.2 Modified Energy Management 
Under nominal conditions, all trajectories that pass through energy management 
in the MEM algorithm violate HSIR (see Section 6.3.2). The 1000 case Monte Carlo g 
load performance of the MEM algorithm is also recorded, and the percentage of HSIR 
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violations can be seen in Figure 7-20. The percentage of HSIR violations corresponds 
very closely to the percentage of trajectories that use energy management as opposed to 
the NPC, previously shown in Figure 7-1. This indicates that the Monte Carlo data 
confirms the poor nominal HSIR performance. 
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Figure 7-20: MEM HSIR Performance, 1000 MC 
Peak drag data is also recorded for the MEM algorithm (Figure 7-21). Performance is 
comparable to PredGuid-EMT at most target ranges, but significantly worse than Vanilla 
PredGuid for all but extremely short ranges. Overall, the g load performance of the MEM 
version of the Enhanced PredGuid algorithm is poor. 
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Figure 7-21: MEM Peak Drag Comparison, 1000 MC 
7.1.4 Control Saturation 
Acceptable levels of control saturation are not included in the assumed CEV 
mission requirements, but low levels of saturation are an indication of a robust algorithm. 
The percentage of time that a given trajectory spends at a saturated state (either full lift up 
or full lift down) is recorded during Final phase for both Enhanced PredGuid algorithm 
variants. Percent saturation during the Up Control phase is also recorded for the NPC 
Only version. 
7.1.4.1 NPC Only 
Less control saturation during Final phase means more control margin while the 
vehicle is in this crucial phase of flight and generally indicates targeting of the Final 
phase is better. Figure 7-22 reveals that average saturation of the NPC Only algorithm 
during Final is less than 10% for all target ranges 1900 km and greater. Average 
saturation for the modified algorithm is also less than that for PredGuid-EMT for most 
tested target ranges. The NPC Only algorithm average and peak Final phase control 
saturation is comparable to Vanilla PredGuid at most target ranges, significantly 
improving performance for the 2400 km case (see Figure 7-23). 
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Figure 7-22: NPC Only Final Phase Average Saturation Comparison, 1000 MC 
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Figure 7-23: NPC Only Final Phase Saturation Comparison, 1000 MC 
The PredGuid-EMT algorithm experiences excessive amounts of control saturation for 
most target ranges. The NPC Only algorithm does not cause a single trajectory to saturate 
more than 50% at target ranges greater than 1900 km. 
During Up Control, less control saturation indicates that the NPC is generating 
reasonable solutions to the constant bank angle problem. Saturation during Up Control 
usually means that the NPC is having problems finding a valid bank solution. The Up 
Control saturation performance of the NPC Only version of the Enhanced algorithm can 
be found in Figure 7-24. Vanilla PredGuid utilizes energy management for ranges shorter 
than 2400 km and as a result has no Up Control data for those ranges. Up Control data for 
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the EMT algorithm at 1600 km is a result of erroneous classification of some of those 
trajectories as loft/skips. The average control saturation during Up Control using the NPC 
Only version of Enhanced PredGuid is less than 0.1% for all but the 1600 km range. 
Maximum, or worst case, saturation (shown in Figure 7-25) is never greater than about 
4% and outperforms the previous two algorithms at almost all ranges. 
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Figure 7-24: NPC Only Up Control Average Saturation Comparison, 1000 MC 
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Figure 7-25: NPC Only Up Control Saturation Comparison, 1000 MC 
Once again, 3000 Monte Carlo samples are used to verify the performance of the 
algorithm. Figure 7-26 shows that the vast majority of trajectories across all tested target 
ranges exhibited less than 20% control saturation during final phase. The saturation 
during the Up Control phase is limited to less than 5% for all tested trajectories, with the 
majority experiencing no saturation at all (Figure 7-27). 
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Figure 7-26: NPC Only Final Phase Saturation, 3000 MC 
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Figure 7-27: NPC Only Up Control Saturation, 3000 MC 
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7.1.4.2 Modified Energy Management 
Final phase control saturation for the MEM version of Enhanced PredGuid is also 
recorded for various target ranges. Average saturation values can be found in Figure 
7-28. 
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Figure 7-28: MEM Final Phase Average Saturation Comparison, 1000 MC 
While the average percentage of time spent saturated during Final phase is below about 
10% for most target ranges, the overall saturation performance leaves much to be desired. 
Figure 7-29 shows that for all but three tested target ranges, at least one trajectory spends 
100% of the Final phase saturated. 
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Figure 7-29: NPC Only Final Phase Saturation Comparison, 1000 MC 
This poor performance is likely the result of poor Final phase targeting or problems with 
the design of the reference trajectories. 
7.1.5 NPC Performance 
The performance of the NPC within the NPC Only variant of Enhanced PredGuid 
is also recorded. Performance is evaluated by measuring the average percentage of calls 
to the NPC that reached maximum iterations and/or failed to find a solution within the 
miss tolerance. These NPC calls are referred to as "iteration-limited." Monte Carlo 
analysis for 1000 cases shows that the average percentage of iteration-limited calls to the 
NPC was less than 2% for all tested target ranges except 12,000 km (Figure 7-30). 
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Figure 7-30: NPC Performance, 1000 MC 
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Figure 7-31: NPC Performance, 3000 MC 
Monte Carlo analyses with 3000 cases confirms excellent NPC performance (Figure 
7-32). Figure 7-32 shows that less than 0.5% of the calls to the NPC in the Enhanced 
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PredGuid algorithm could not find a solution before the maximum number of allowable 
iterations is reached. 
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Figure 7-32: NPC Performance, 3000 MC 
7.2 EI State Parameter Sweeps 
The state at which the vehicle enters the atmosphere at EI has a profound effect on 
the ability of an entry guidance algorithm to successfully steer it to the target. Nominal 
parameter sweeps of entry conditions are performed to determine the envelope of EI 
states for which the NPC Only version of Enhanced PredGuid modifications would be 
successful. Due to its poor performance in initial tests, the MEM version of the algorithm 
is not tested in this way. 
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7.2.1 Flight-path Angle & Range 
One of the EI state parameters that has the largest impact on range capability is 
the inertial topocentric flight-path angle (FPA). Target ranges between 1000 km and 
11,000 km are tested with FPAs between -5.0 degrees and -7.0 degrees. Three vehicle 
L/Ds, representing low, nominal, and high values are also used. 
Figure 7-33 shows a contour plot of landing accuracy over the tested domain. The 
three different colors represent the L/D values tested, with the lines denoting the 10 km 
assumed accuracy requirement boundary. For example, trajectories with an initial FPA of 
-6.0 degrees are accurate for all vehicle L/Ds at target ranges from about 1800 km to 
about 10,000 km. 
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Figure 7-33: FPA-Range Accuracy (NPC Only before) 
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The figure reveals that the nominal short-range boundary for all L/Ds ranges from 
about 1400 km for steep FPAs to 2000 km for shallow ones. All cases with FPAs 
shallower than -5.3 degrees skip out of the atmosphere. There is increased long range 
capability at steeper FPA for higher L/D vehicles, as expected. In general, the steeper the 
FPA, the shorter the maximum range. The circled region of poor performance in the 
upper left is caused by the transition between using direct and loft Final phase reference 
trajectories cause problems. Accuracy issues in the upper right are the result of 
mismatches vehicle state and Final phase reference trajectory at Final phase transition for 
very long ranges. After the modifications described in Section 6.5, as well as the addition 
of separate loft and skip reference trajectories, these problems are mostly mitigated 
(Figure 7-34). However, some of the problem areas of still remain. The direct/loft issue is 
once again to blame for accuracy issues in the upper left, with the significant difference 
between the direct and loft reference trajectories at its center. These transition regions 
seem very sensitive to the design of the references, and an attempt to more seamlessly 
blend the two types of references on the boundary may solve the problem. 
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Figure 7-34: FPA-Range Accuracy (NPC Only after) 
Overall, the HSIR performance of the algorithm is also improved by the modified 
reference trajectories. Before and after plots of HSIR compliance can be found in Figure 
7-35Figure 7-36. Similar to the accuracy plots, the middle of both figures represents 
HSIR compliance, while the contour lines denote the boundary for violations. At the 
intermediate FPAs, the algorithm is HSIR compliant for the majority of target ranges, 
with violations only showing up at some of the shorter ranges around 2000 km. 
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Figure 7-35: FPA-Range HSIR Performance (NPC Only before) 
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Figure 7-36: FPA-Range HSIR Performance (NPC Only after) 
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From this analysis, a nominal FPA of -6.0 degrees is selected as the nominal value for 
further parameter sweeps and Monte Carlo analysis because the best performance over 
the full range of required targets was observed. 
7.2.2 Flight-Path Angle - Velocity 
Parameter sweeps are also conducted at various target ranges for different 
combinations of initial vehicle FPA and Velocity at EI. All tests were conducted using a 
vehicle with a nominal L/D of 0.27. Figure 7-37 shows the accuracy performance at over 
the tested domain. EI conditions that result in acceptable landing accuracy are bounded 
between the lower left and upper right corners. 
Figure 7-37: FPA-Velocity Accuracy Corridor 
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As expected, there is more capability at steeper and slower entries for the shorter ranges. 
Steeper and slower allows the trajectory to "bend down" more quickly to reach shorter 
target ranges more easily and reduce energy that must be bled off. As the target range 
increases, shallower FPAs and increased velocity are necessary to reach the longer 
ranges. However, the upper right triangular area represents the skip-out region where 
trajectories did not land before the termination of the simulation. Combinations of high 
entry velocity and very shallow flight-path angle should be avoided. All cases tested with 
EI FPAs shallower than -5.3 degrees resulted in skip-out. 
HSIR compliance is shown in Figure 7-38, with the open white area in the middle 
of the plot representing the compliant region. With the exception of the very short 2000 
km target range, most of the tested combinations of velocity and FPA are compliant with 
HSIR. For the required ranges of 2400 km to 8890 km at typical EI velocity of about 11 
km/s, FPAs between about -5.4 degrees and -6.6 degrees are compliant. 
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Figure 7-38: FPA-Velocity HSIR Corridor 
7.2.3 Flight-path Angle - L/D 
Tests are conducted at various target ranges for different combinations of initial 
vehicle FPA and vehicle L/D as well. The nominal entry velocity of 11.019 km/s is used 
for all cases. Figure 7-39 shows the landing accuracy over the domain. The corridor of 
acceptable accuracy lies between the vertical boundary on the right side of the plot and 
the diagonal boundary in the lower left for each target range. 
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Figure 7-39: FPA-L/D Accuracy Corridor 
Once again, the trends are expected. Lower L/D vehicles have less downrange 
capability and require shallower FPA to land accurately at longer target ranges. The FPA 
boundary for short ranges seems to be relatively constant regardless of L/D, with FPAs 
shallower than -5.4 degrees to -5.5 degrees causing misses, usually overshooting the 
target. Once again, all tested cases with EI FPAs shallower than -5.3 result in skip-out. 
The shorter target ranges of 2000 km and 2400 km experience misses in regions of higher 
L/D and slightly shallower than nominal FPA, represented by the two blue elliptical 
regions near the top of the plot. This is most likely due to blending issues between the 
lower drag-level direct Final phase reference trajectories and the loft reference. The same 
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issue is present for lower L/D trajectories flying the 3000 km target range, illustrated by 
the portion that hooks back up near the bottom of the plot for the cyan contour. 
Figure 7-40 shows the HSIR compliance over the tested domain. As with the 
FPA-velocity sweep, with the exception of 2000 km, the center portion of the plot 
complies with HSIR, indicating that the majority of dispersed trajectories near the 
nominal values would result in compliance. 
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Figure 7-40: FPA-L/D HSIR Corridor 
7.3 Algorithm Complexity 
While the performance of an algorithm should be of primary concern, excessive 
code length and complexity should be avoided. In this thesis, the C programming 
language was used for algorithm development. Like the PredGuid-EMT algorithm, both 
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versions of Enhanced PredGuid eliminate the HUNTEST phase and replace it with 
another method for dealing with short-range entries. 
7.3.1 NPC Only 
The NPC Only method represents a relatively minimalist approach to answering 
the short-range entry problem. Not only is the HUNTEST phase eliminated, the Initial 
Roll phase is reduced in complexity and contains only a drag level trigger for the 
transition to the Up Control phase. The Up Control, Ballistic, and Final phases are left 
virtually unchanged with the exception of modifications made to the NPC. Changes made 
to the predictor and corrector, as well as for reference selection and recalculation added 
approximately 30 lines of code. The largest addition is that of the 15 new reference 
trajectories utilized by the algorithm. The algorithm also no longer has to choose between 
two different guidance methods. The simplicity of the NPC only approach is an efficient 
way of significantly increasing the performance of PredGuid. 
7.3.2 Modified Energy Management 
The MEM version of Enhanced PredGuid also eliminates the empirically driven 
HUNTEST phase, but adds significant complexity to the algorithm. Approximately 350 
lines of code are added to the Initial Roll phase of the MEM algorithm to accommodate 
trajectory classification, reference trajectory selection, and peak drag modulation. It 
should be noted that these are lines of engineering development code; a flight-software 
version would significantly increase the required lines of code. Although these additions 
are less substantial than the massive logic required by EMT, the MEM method is 
significantly more complex than the NPC Only algorithm. Similar to the NPC Only 
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version, it also includes the addition of 12 new stored reference trajectories. In terms of 
added complexity versus potential performance gains, the MEM version of Enhanced 
PredGuid does not pull its weight. 
8 Closure 
The goal of this thesis work was to modify the PredGuid entry guidance algorithm 
to improve performance and increase robustness for a variety of vehicle configurations, 
entry interface conditions, and target ranges for lunar return. Transition timing for the Up 
Control phase, short-range entry methodology, reference trajectory design and selection, 
and trajectory classification boundaries were investigated to this end, resulting in the 
development of an Enhanced PredGuid algorithm. 
It was determined that the transition to Up Control for loft and skip trajectories 
should occur as early in the trajectory as possible once reliable estimates of the 
atmospheric conditions could be made, usually once aerodynamic drag increases to 
greater than 1 g. Two approaches to short-range entry guidance were also developed. The 
NPC Only approach eliminated the energy management portion of the PredGuid 
algorithm and improved the sensitivity of its numeric predictor-corrector. The Modified 
Energy Management (MEM) approach uses a variable constant drag method, simplified 
from the PredGuid-EMT implementation. Both methods employ selection from several 
new Final phase reference trajectories based on the predicted drag level at the beginning 
of Final phase. Minor adjustments were also made to improve the performance of 
trajectories on the direct/loft and loft/skip trajectory classification boundaries. 
The NPC Only version of Enhanced PredGuid was shown to outperform the 
previous versions of the PredGuid algorithm and is robust to a wide variety of EI 
conditions and vehicle configurations. Monte Carlo analysis confirms that the algorithm 
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meets assumed CEV entry requirements for accuracy and HSIR for target ranges from 
2400 km to 10,000 km. Accuracy requirements are also met for ranges as short as 2000 
km, with some HSIR violations unavoidable due to the short range. Utilizing only the 
NPC with this approach eliminates the need for multiple guidance methods and 
significantly reduces the complexity and size of the PredGuid algorithm. 
The Modified Energy Management approach for short-range entries does not 
perform as well as desired and makes little improvement over a similar method employed 
by PredGuid-EMT. With the currently implemented trajectory classification logic, energy 
management in the MEM method is only utilized for target ranges shorter than 2100 km, 
well below the assumed required minimum operational range. While the nominal 
accuracy performance of the method meets requirements, Monte Carlo analysis reveals 
that the algorithm is not accurate enough at any of the tested target ranges. The algorithm 
also suffers from poor HSIR performance and excessive Final phase saturation. When 
compared to the NPC Only version of the algorithm, the MEM method adds increased 
complexity with little performance benefit. This suggests that a separate energy 
management guidance method is not necessary for short target ranges. 
The performance of the NPC Only version of the Enhanced PredGuid algorithm 
described in this thesis demonstrates the feasibility of effectively utilizing a single 
guidance method over a wide variety of desired target ranges. It outperforms previous 
energy management methods as well as the MEM method described in this thesis for 
short-range targets. It also significantly reduces the complexity of the PredGuid 
algorithm. 
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The algorithm presented in this thesis is by no means a perfect method for entry 
guidance and still has several unresolved issues. These areas could serve as topics for 
future research and algorithm improvement. First, the current implementation of the 
Enhanced PredGuid algorithm transitions to Up Control on a drag level of 1 g. This value 
was selected because for the majority of the observed cases, it was the point at which the 
atmospheric estimates of density and vehicle L/D became reasonable. However, this may 
not be the case for all possible entry scenarios. It would be desirable to develop a method 
for dynamically determining when the estimates were reasonable in real time for each 
trajectory. Such a method could employ signal analysis on the estimate values to 
determine when the variation of the estimates has decreased to an acceptable level. In this 
way, the guidance algorithm could determine the best time for transition for each 
individual trajectory instead of using a general constant value. Another solution might be 
to simply utilize the nominal estimator values prior to 1 g. 
Second, the MEM method for short-range direct entries presented in this thesis 
did not perform as well as desired. While it did improve both accuracy and HSIR 
performance over a similar method employed by the PredGuid EMT algorithm, it did not 
meet the assumed mission requirements. Further investigation should be made into 
whether a variable constant drag energy management method is valid at all for the new 
lower L/D CEV concept vehicle. While the MEM implementation did not meet 
requirements, it is possible that design changes could be made to produce the desired 
performance. 
There are also possible areas for future study involving Final Phase reference 
trajectories, including both reference design and selection. Reference trajectory design 
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can be a tedious and difficult process that involves trying to match the initial vehicle 
states at phase transition to the top of the reference. Problems arise if there are 
mismatches. In developing the MEM short-range entry method, it was particularly 
difficult to design references that matched the wide variety of transition conditions. 
Better references might be able to be developed that could improve the performance of 
that approach. In the NPC Only method, issues were observed when the trajectory 
selector bounced back and forth between loft and direct references. This was the result of 
very different nominal ranges for the two reference trajectory types. Better blending 
between the direct and loft references may be able to eliminate this problem. Finally, drag 
was chosen as the dimension for selection of the reference trajectories presented in this 
thesis. While it worked well and was simple to implement, it may not be the best method 
for reference selection. Alternatives should be investigated. 
Another area of possible study involves the Initial Roll bank angle. Prior to the 
transition to either energy management or Up Control, both versions of the Enhanced 
PredGuid algorithm fly full lift up. This attitude hold was held over from the previous 
PredGuid algorithms because it preserved long range capability for a wide variety of Up 
Control transition times. It also avoided the higher g loads on initial entry experienced by 
more lift-down orientations. However, initially flying lift up for almost 40 seconds has 
the potential to limit short-range entry capability. It might be possible to adjust this initial 
constant bank angle depending on the desired type of trajectory. This would require 
trajectory selection very early in the trajectory. Investigation could be made into the 
possible benefits of a variable Initial Roll bank angle in further expanding the range 
capability of the algorithm. 
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Finally, only the Ballistic phase transition conditions were modified by this thesis. 
No changes were made to the Ballistic phase itself. The majority of the phase is spent in a 
flight regime where extremely low density results in very little control authority for the 
vehicle and the vehicle steering is turned off when drag is sufficiently small to prevent 
erratic bank commands. Bairstow determined that there was at least some control 
authority in Ballistic [15]. The best time to switch off steering should be investigated, if a 
shutoff is necessary at all. 
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Figure A-l: PredGuid Initialization Subroutine 
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